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FISHERIES ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS

This report is one of a series of reports issued by Fisheries Research
Division on important issues related to environmental matters' They

are issued under the following criteria:

(1) They are informal and should not be cited without the author's
permission.

(2) They are for limited circulation so that persons and organisations
normally receiving Fisheries Research Division publications should
not expect to receive copies automatically.

(3) Copies will be issued initially to organisations to whj-ch the
report is directlY relevant.

(4) copies will be issued to other appropriate organisations on

request to Fisheries Research Division, Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries. Private Bag, Christchurch.

(5) These reports will- be issued where a sr¡bstantial report is required
with a time constraintr €.9. a submission for a tribunal hearing'

(6) They will also be issued as interim reports of on-going environ-
mental studies for which year by year or intermittent reporting
is advantageous. These interim reports will not preclude formal
scientif ic publication.
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1. SUMMARY

This report is a preliminary attempt to assess the impact of various
power development schemes upon the fish stocks and, fisheries of the
lower !úaitaki River. The aim is to firstly assist N.Z.E. and M.!V.D.

pov¿er planners in evolving a scheme which will- have an acceptable impact
on the fisheries resource and secondly to outline what fisheries and

altied investigations should be undertaken.

The lower Waitaki River and its tributary streams contain one of the most
diverse fish faunas in New Zealand. Twenty of the thirty-three native
freshwater species and five of the seven introduced sal-monids are present.
Detailed biological studies on the most important species are in progress
and this report summarises data collected to date on their life histories,
distribution, abundance, reproduction, foodr a9€ and growth rates.

The salmon and trout sports fishery is of national- importance and there
are also smaller fisheries for eels, whitebait, fl-ounders, mullet and

kahawai. The report briefty describes the fisheries and includes
information on historical trends in fishing effort, catches and the size
of fish caught. fn the future the river could support a major salmon
ranching industry and this potential must be recognised.

Relatively little is known about the physical, hydrological and chemical
features of the river. This report summarises some of the information.
Brief1y, the mean flow of the present river is approximately 350 cumecs

at the mouth and about 330 cumecs at the V,Iaitaki Dam. The lower
tributaries are relatively unimportant in terms of flow' except at
times of fl-ood. The river is 65 km long from the Dam to the Pacific
Ocean and flows in a normally wide, braided shingle bed. A prominent
feature of the \^Iater is its high load of suspended glacial silt.

This report also examines the impact of three possible alternatíve power
development schemes which we have derived and modified from the various
options desc:ribed by the M.W.D. (L914, 1918, 1-979). Our first and most
favoured option (Option A, Fig. 4) is the construction of a power canal
and separate floodway down the south bank of the V'Taitaki River from
near Kurow to the State Highway 1 bridge. Running adjacent to it, on

the north bank from a control structure befow the Hakataramea River to
the sea, would be a substantial residual river. we describe the
features and basic design of the residual river and the flow regime
required. Methods by which salmon and trout recruitment can be main-
tained are also discussed.

The second option (Option e) is similar to the first but the floodway
and residual river are combined. The frequency and duration of fl-oods
passing down the combined channel are described together with the
physical ef f ects in flood plains of various \nlidths. The impact of
floods on invertebrate faunas and fish stocks are discussed and it is
concluded that a residual river subject to repeated flood's would be a
very inhospitable environment., This option is not recommended.

The third option here (Option C, Fig. 5) is to enlarge the power canal
into series of small hydroelectric reservoirs which would accommodate
floods and the flows of tributary streams. There would be no residual
river, only drains for groundwater. In this scheme fish would move

between the reservoirs via fishways and fishing would be conducted in
the reservoirs. The impact of a series of dams on the fish stocks'
the possible fishery in the reservoirs and various desígn considerations
are discussed. At present it appears that the valuable salmon and

trout fisheries and the físh stocks of the l-ower I,laitaki may be

seriously damaged under this option. It is also fikely that any
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fisheries modifications to the design would greatly increase ttre
capital construction costs. F.R.D. is generally opposed to, and does

not recoÍrmend, this type of development because it would destroy the
natural river ecosystem, fish stocks and river based fisheries.

The reseafch planned to ínvestigate the effects of development of the
Iower !'taitaki River on its físh stocks and fisheries ís also described.
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2. RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) If the river is to be deveLoped, adequate compensation must be

made to the present river systemts users by the provision of
a residual river or bY other means.

(b) Applications for water rights for any major development in the
Iower Waitaki system should be suspended until sufficient
experiments and tests have been conducted to convincingly
demonstrate the likely effects on the fisheries resource.

(c) Detailed information must be coffected on the present river
users. wildtife and fisheries.

(d) The research programme should be expanded to include the con-
struction of experimental channels and the study of existing
stable river sYstems.

(e) If the river is devel-oped the valuable lower reaches of the
present river (downstream from the state highway briclge) should
be l-eft basically unmodified.

(f) Extreme care should be taken with the design and testing of
fisheries facilities to avoid less than successful structures
such as the V'Taitaki Dam Fish Pass.

(s) If the river is developed, any water abstraction should be mad'e

should come from the power canal and possibly harmfuf abstraction
from the tributaries avoided.

(h) If the residual river is developed, provision should be made for
regular reviews and possible increases in the water allocation
to the residua] river, in case of unpredictable developmental
changes.

(i) If construction goes ahead, day to day construction procedures
be designed so that attention is paid to the fish stocks.
An independent fisheries inspector with a consiilerable veto
polrler should be aPPointed.

(j) If a development will unnecessarily and significantly damage the
fish stocks and fisheries \^/e reconìnrend that it should not proceed-
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3. I NTRODUCT ION

The advent of power d.evelopment on the lower V'Iaitaki River no\^/ seems

highly probable. A firm decision on the most appropriate development
option to be proceeded with is expected by early l-98I; some initial
design work will probably follow. Although at present ít appears that
the resultant power wil-I not be needed before the tate 1990's' an

increase in demands upon the national grid could bring this date
forward.

The build up of interest in the river in recent years has seen an

expansion in the stud,ies undertaken on the possible po\^/er development
of the lower lrlaitaki. The M.W.D. have already produced several
publications namely; "Preliminary Feasibility Report", 1974, "Interim
Report on power Investigation", L978, "Lo\n¡er lrTaitaki Discussion Paper
Options for Hydroelectric Development", 1979, and are also involved with
ongoing fiel-d feasibility studies.

The lriaitaki Catchment Commission and Regionaf I¡later Board produced the
"Lower Waitaki Preliminary Resource Study" in 1978 and is at present
updating this, white the Lands and Survey Department is undertaking a

riparian land use study of the Lower lfaitaki to explore the future of
the immediate river bed lands, questions of tenancy, use, etc. The

Botany Division of the D.S.T.R. has had a brief look at the river vege-
tation and lVaitaki Valley Accl-imatisation Society (W.V.A.S.), who manage

the sports fisheries in the lower Waitaki, have also issued several
reports describing the fisheries of the lower river and the possible
effects of the power development scheme (e.g. w.v.A.S. 1976, 1978)"
Dr D. scott and. his team from otago university and Dr P. Henriques
(u.z.e.¡ are also working on the waitaki" They are using replicate
channels and ponds buil-t on the south bank near Duntroon in mid l-980

to study the effects of flow fluctuations on juvenile salmonids and

other features of interest. The Fisheries Research Division of Ministry
of Agriculture and Fisheries are undertaking applied research into fish
stocks and, fisheries of the entire region-

Unfortunately power planning investigations in the past have not been
on a sufficiently long time basis to al]ow proper ínvestigation of
the fisheries aspects and in several cases inad,equate studies of
the fisheries concerned has meant that they have been damaged. As

the lower lVaitaki supports such an important salmon and trout fishery
ít is essential- that means to protect the fishery be developecl and

adequately tested weff before a decision is made to progress with
any development scheme.

This need to study the effects of development and methods to protect
the fish stocks and fisheries has however been realised for some time.
The first discussions of such topics between the fisheries staff of the
then Marine Department and staff of the N.Z.E.D. were heicl in tlle later
half of the 1960's. In 1975 the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
established a laboratory at Oamaru and appointed two staff to commence

the first detai]ed studies on the fish stocks and fisheries of the
entire Waitaki system, and in 1979 the draft copy of this report was

produced. The interest shown by N.Z.E. to assist F.R.D. with the
finance of investigations was carried through to fruition in earl1z
1g8O with the approval of the funding of an expanded programme of
research into the fish stocks, fisheries and effects of the proposed
development of the lower Waitaki River. Subsequently, in July 1980,
four consultant scientists v/ere appointed. to work on the lower lVaitaki
in conjunction with F.R.D. staff.
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It is planned to expand this research progralnme to include additional
personnel in order to undertake detailed studies with the aim of
presenting a report on the impact of Lower V'Taitaki River Power Develop-
ment by the middle 1980's.

However, the fisheries staff realise it may be impossible to obtain a

complete picture in such a short time period. For example, the four
year life cycle of salmon means that the study of various options
investigations should ideally be started 8 to 12 years in advance of
any pov/er planning decisions. For this reason studies past the mid
1980rs will prove very useful.

Three demonstration channels with flows which can be closely controfled
wil-l- be used in the research programme. These channels will offer an
opportunity to study the effects of various flows on the ecology of
waters, such as the proposed residual river, and are the first of their
type in the world. Appïoval for fund.ing from N.Z.E. came in December
t98O and some preliminary design work has already been completed. the
channel-s will- be sited opposite Duntroon on the northern side of the
river.

From the plans already published by M.Vü.D. (1978, L979) it appears that
hydro development of the Waitaki may come in one of three basic themes:
a one channel chain of hydro reservoirs and dams, a two channef system
of a power canal and a residual river subject to the excess flows,
(especially at times of flood) , ot a three channel system with a power
canal, floodway and residual river.

Fisheries Research tivision, who act as advisor to the W.V.A.S. consult-
ants to other government departments and work in close association
with the consultants funded by N.Z.E., has several aims and objectives
with respect to the development of the Lower Waitaki. One of our
prime responsibil-ities is to ensure that the stocks of the various
species of fish present are maintained as cLose as possible to their
present fevels of abundance. Others are to ensure that the current
recreational fishery is not damaged and that the river's considerabl-e
potential for supporting increased recreational, as well as commercial,
fisheries is not unnecessarily reduced.

The draft of this report was initially prepared by F.R.D. staff in
response to requests by N.Z.E. for information as to the effects of
power development on the fisheries of the lower Waitaki River anôl also
in response to the latest discussion paper prepared by the M.W.D. (L979) .

The aim of the report was to assist power planners in evofving a scheme

which will have an acceptable impa-ct on the fisheries resource and also
to outfine what fisheries and allied investigations should be undertaken.
The report has been updated, following the same aims and structure as

before. h7e outtine the present fisheries, and fish stocks, the
basic physical characteristic of the Iower l,Vaitaki River, and then
discuss the possible inplications of development along the lines of
each of the three themes (one, two or three channels). We have pointed
out some of the methods of maintaining the fishery and fish stocks ' the
recreationaf attributes of the present river and some of the dísadvantages
of the various schemes. We have also outlined a suggested programme
of investigation.
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4. THE LOl^lER WAITAKI RIVER

4.I GENERAL FEATURES

The Lower Waitaki River has a catchment of approximately 240'000 ha,
which generally lies east of the Waital<i Dam and is bounded by the Kakanui,
St. Marys and Kirkliston Ranges and the Hunters Hills. The catchment
upstream of the dam covers an addítional 946'380 ha and has been
considera-bly modified by hydroelectric development, including the
construction of three river impoundments (Lakes Bennore, Aviemore and
Vüaitaki) immediately upstream of the Lower vüaitaki River.

The river is large (mean fl-ow of approximately 350 cumecs) and is of
a a rel-atively steep slope, falling approximately 209 m eastwards from
the base of the Waitaki Dam to the South Pacific Ocean, a distance of
some 65 km. The river runs in a wide braided channel and the surround-
ing relief is predominantly terrace lands, fans and downlands. (See

photographs on pp. 13, 36, waitaki Catchment commission and Regional
V'tater Board (Vü.C.C.R.Vl.B. ), 1978).

A summary of the relief, topography land use, geology and other general
featui:es may be found in "The Lo\^rer Waitaki Preliminary Resource Study",
(w.c.c.R.w.B., 1978).

4.2 HYDROLOGY

The waters of the Lower lfaitaki come from two sourcesr a number of
relatively minor tributary streams and rivers in the lower catchment
and from the Upper Waitaki catchment.

The Tributaries
The tributary streams generally contain small amounts of clear water
and contribute in total only 17 cumecs to the mean flow of the lower
river (M.V{.D., Lglg). The largest tributary is the Hakataramea River,
with a mean annual ftow of approximately 5.2 cumecs (M.Ví.D. data).
Many of the other tributaries have estimated mean flows of less than
I cumec (see Table 1) or have intermittent flows. The tributaries
become more important contributors to the river in times of flood'
e.g. the Hakataramea River has been estimated to have a 100 1r flood
of 49O cumecs and the Maerewhenua River reached 700 cumecs in June f980
(Table I). Such flood waters carry high bed loads and suspended.
sediments and occur at times of heavy precipitation (winter. early
spring). M.V'I.D. (1979) implied that ftoods from the tributaries may

total f5O0 cumecsf but that these may not coincide with high flows
from the Upper lVaitaki (see also p.42). Low flows in the tributaries
occur over the sunìmeï period when precipiÈation is low, although such
natural flow regimes may be aftered by water abstraction.

Upper Waitaki Waters

Generally most of the lower Waitaki River flow has come from the Upper
Waitaki, the long term mean flow past at the Waitaki Dam being 330

cumecs (M.V{.D., 1919), that is, some nineteen times the total mean

contribution from the lower catchment. However, the actual flows
passing the dam fluctuate with N.Z.E. policy and electricity demands.

Some indication of seasonal and daily fluctuations in water use for
pov/er generation are given in Fig. 24 VI .C.C.R.W.B., 1978. As would be
expected, flows are highest at times of peak electricity demand, e.9.
winter, around OSOO hrs and 1800 hrs. Changes in flow that do occur
are normally limited to 30 cumecs per hour, but this rate can be doubled
(M.!V.D. 1978). The turbines at lvaitaki Dam can pass a maximum of
596 cumecs and a minimum of l-30 cumecs (if 20 MhI are to be generated,



TABLEl - RTVERFLOWS

Inflow of significant tributaries below Vüaitaki Dam

Data taken from Loh/er Waitaki fnterim Report April 1978
Table 1 Section 4.I.5

Further information supplied by
Ministrlz of !ùorks and Development,
Duntroon

Catchment

Estimated Estimated
SiEe l"Ieanrflow l00"yr flood
kmo m'/s m'/s

Flood FIow
JuIVrI,978

m ./s

Flood FIow
5 June"l980

J-m/s

*Little Awakino

*Awakino River

Kurow River
Malcolmrs Creek

Otiake River

Waitoura/Doctors Creek

Otekaieke River

lrlaikaura Creek

Maerewhenua River

Awamoko Stream

V'Iaikoura Creek

Hakataramea River

Racecourse Drain

Penticotico Stream

Waihuna Elephant Hill St

Ikawai Stormwater Channel

Grassy Hill Culvert
Vüaikakahi

* enter the lower I,Vaitaki above

o.o2

0.8

0.5

0.3

o.7

0. 02

r.6
o.o2

LL

))

,0.5
5.2

0. 03

l. 15

1.05

the proposed

30

70

55

45

65

25

110

30

285

L20

55

490

35

80

diversion weir

20

64

48

38

59

t8

101

2T

298

L25

50

900

26

t8

0. 56

2 -26

7.4

rl. 3

8.0

15.6

0. 70

35.9

15. 3

31.9

6.9

77 .9

15.3

700. 3

88.2

260

49.2

12.6

50.4

9.4

10.9
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M.Ví.D., 1978) but low flows from the upper waitaki do not generally
drop below f70 cumecs (M.w.D. , L9'74) -

At times of ftood, excess water may be released over spillways. However

when the national grid can not absorb the power being generated the
turbines may not operate at fult load and therefore extra water will
be passed to the spillway flow (see M.!rl.D., 1978 for historical records
of fl-ows and discussion of Present operati.ng Arrangements).

Natural fluctuations in flow from the upper waiÈaki also occur- The

highest seasonal flows occur in early November to February as the
result of spring rainfalf and the melting of snow and glacial- ice.
Lowest flows are in the autumn to winter when precipitation in the
headwaters takes the form of ice and snow. Hydro development has

reduced, the magnitude of these flow fluctuations and introduced a degree
of flood control. Ffoods are likely to be less severe and less frequent
than in the past. M.V'f .D. (l-91 9) estimated that floods from the Upper
V'Iaitaki may have peak flows of less than 2800 cumecs.

Water Characteristics
Upper lVaitaki waters are generally clouded by glacial rock flour,
Lake Vlaitaki recording a low mean annual secchi disk reading of 2-2 m

(f," Wnitehouse, pers. comm,). There are, howevel:' seasonal- valiations
in transparency with the water clearest in fate summer and winter and

least tïansparent in spring (around Septenber) -

Some chemical fea,tuïes of the waters in Lakes Benmore, Aviemore and

VÍaitaki for the period November 1970 to March l-973 have been recorded and

surnmarised by L. V,ihit.ehouse (pers. comm.). The waters are well-
oxygenated, close to neutral pH and are moderately rich in silica.
The dominant anion is bicarbonate and it is likely that the waters have
a low calcium content like other New Zealand waters, but that the sodium
content is comparatively high. Most probably the Lower I'Vaitaki
River, at least initiatly, resembfes the chemical and glacial silt load
of the upsLrealn imPoundments.

Water temperatures at the lrlaitaki Dam ranged from a mean of 5.2oC in
August to a mean of I6.8oC in February (u.2.¡. records at Waitaki Power

Station) but this temperatrrre r:egirne will be modified in the various
braids of the river.

Evidence suggests that the conductivity of the river water is likely to
range from 5-7 miltisiemens/m. (stout, 1978; L. I^Thitehouse, pers.
conìrn. ) and measurements made shOw that dissolved oxygen level-s are
c]ose to saturation and faecaf coliform bacterial- counts are low
(Vtaitaki Valley Acclimatisation Society (Vr.V.4.5.), 1976). As t'Iith
temperature, oxygen levels, and possibty other physical or chemica]
factors, may vary not only daity and seasonally, but also between
sites, for example, between quiet pools and riffles, main channels and

sites close to tributary outlets within the present river.

4.3 GEOMORPHOLOGY

Floodplain
The area which is subject to periodic flooding and erosion by the Lo\n/er

waitaki River covers approximatety 12,000 ha (M.w.D., 1979). This
area, apart from a short stretch immediately below the V'Iaitaki Power
Station, where there is little shingle near the water l-evel and high
rocky banks, can be divided into two characteristically different
sections. From the llaitaki Power Station to Black Point (I00 n above
s.L.) a distance of 36 km, the river flows in a gravel riverbed of
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approximately 0.8 km width. The river is most braided in the
middle of this reach and is generally bounded by river terraces.
The surrounding hillsides are steep and generally made of schist or
greywacke. The gradient at Kurow is 4 m/km but the average gradient
over the entire distance is 3.0 m/km. From Black Point to the South
Pacific (29 km) the river widens to run in a river bed of between 0.8-1.6
km width. Again the river is bounded by gravel river terraces; the
channels are very braided and interspersed with numerous isl-ands. The
boundary hills are gentle and lie well back from the river. The
average gradient (3.5 rn/km) is slightly greater than that of the upstream
section but this is partly because in the immed.iate coastal region the
river gradient increases as it becomes entrenched below the general
Ievel of the surrounding gravel fan.

Vegetation
An annoted list of the plants and an outline of the general vegetation
patterns found in the Lor¡/er l{aitaki River bed are presented in two un-
published reports by !üilliams (1976 a, b). lfilliams (1976 a, b) found
in his brief study, made in late 19'75, that gorse and broom occupy
vast areas of stable riverbed and lower terraces upstream of the main
hígrhway bridge. Tree lupins occupy similar sites downstream. Gorse
and broom seedlings are on almost al-I the young surfaces in the central
river bed.

Where breaks in the above mentioned shrubs allow, and according to
grazing pressure and water availability, various assemblages c;f gror-ind
plants may be present. These include sweet vernal, broome grass, stone
crop, vulpa hair grass and scabweed. Where gorse and broom have
been cleared by burning, the ground layer includes other plants (sheeps
sorrel, catsear, possibly rushes and sedges in damp places, broom and.
gorse seedlings, to name a few).

V'7i11ow trees and shrubs grow extensively along the banks and are
scattered over the riverbed. lVhere there is enough light, similar
assemblages of ground species as mentioned above are found beneath the
willows.

The herbaceous vegetation again varies with habitat type. The lower
most dry terraces or stabil-ised islands have vegetation similar to that
already described. In young and dry sites, depending upon the presence
of stock or rabbits, there may be ox eye daisy, sheeps sorref, firewood,
R.aoul-ia tenuicaul-is and sweet clover as examples. In damper sites
one may find cress, monlcey musk, cudweeds and rushes, plus many other
species; the community composition depending on the nature of the habitat.

Training trVorks

Following the reduction of rabbits in the early 1950 ' s the lower Waitaki
Riverbed became choked with crack will-ows, broom, gorse and tree lupins.
This resulted in a tendency for flood flows to break away from the
main axes of the river and erode the surround,i-ng landscape.

The W.C.C.R.W.B. initially and successfully cleared a 500 m fairway in
the main river bed between 1954 and l-969 and followed this with spraying
programmes ín I9'74/'15, 1975/76. Cl-earways across the entire river
width were cut at 500 m interval-s to act as sites for gauging stations.
These cuttings caused some breakaway flows into adjacent properties and
are nov/ reverting to broom, willow, gorse. etc.

Attempts since L964 lo train the river have proved inadequate, although
the catchment commission believe that they have been abfe to keep pace
with the damage infficted by the river (Vr"C.C"R.W.B., 1977). The
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training works carried out incl-uded scarifying and loosening up of
gravel bars and islands to encourage river flow within the cleared
fairway, cutting of temporary pilot channels and the protection of banks
with willow trees, piled rail retards and shingle stopbanks. It was

initially planned to block side channels with retards and stopbanks'
however "permeable" banks were built across some channels but in instances
they did not allow continual water penetration, thus streams important for
fish spawning, food production and nursery water, have been destroyed.

The lulinistry of lnlorks Investigation Road built along the southern bank
of the river, has also destroyed some side channels previously
important to the fisherY.

The present river control scheme (1977-82) is aiming to maintain the
training works already constructed and continued clearance of wiIlow,
broom and gorse from a reduced fairway of 400 m width using aerial
spraying of 'safe' herbicides. Other aims of the scheme and background
information may be found in l{.C.C.R"w.B. (L917, l-978) .

Channels

As described a-bove, the river is generally wide, braided and also
continually changing (for example, continual washing out of the M.W.D.

investigation road on the southern bank). There is very little data
available on the geometry of the channels. W.C.C.R.Ì'I .B. (L977) found
the average width of a channel (for those reaches of the river where
the flow is in one channel) to be l2O m, the radius of curvature
approximately 4OO m and the length of meander f200 m (talcen from some

unspecified aerial photographs). Measurements of the aerial photographs
(surveys number 2847 and 5055, May 1975, February 1977 respectively)
indicate that an average cross section contains about t2 channels with
a total water width of about 280 m, individual channel widths ranging
up to t5o m at fow flows, with a mean width of approximately 24 m.

Information on channel depths is again lacking. (In the Rakaia River,
a similar east coast, braided system, the ratío of maximum depth/
channel width is approximately 1:40). fn general the V'faitaki is
wide and. shallow and channel depths do not usually exceed 3 or 4

metres, even during floods (see Ç>tion B page46 ) -

In places, water levels in the channels appear to tie almost flush with
the shingle islands and banks (see Fig. 2) and on occasions water
appears to be flowing at different levels in adjacent channels.
However, banks are prevalent atong many channels and islands, sometimes
reaching over a metre in height.

The river is generally fast flowing with normally only a few calm back-
waters and side channels. These calm areas may increase during and

immediately after floods when banks are overtopped and tributary
streams are backed uP.

Channels are generatly unsta-b1e, and their morphology likely to change
with high flows. Ho\n¡ever, some channels, such as those on the
north bank opposíte Duntroon amongst the established willow trees,
are fairly stable, their bottoms lying close to the bedrock.

In generat the substrate is sorted by the
size, for example in many sites the range

river to a fairly uniform
is 10-15 cm (see page69 ).

Aquatic vegetation varies with the habitat. In standing water the
most important plants a:rce Pomatogeton cheesemanii, GTgceria ffuitans
and MgriophglTum eLatinoides .
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5. THE FISH STOCKS AND FISHERIES

5.I INTRODUCTÏON

The lower Waitaki River and its tributary streams are populated by 20 of
the 33 species of native fish and, 5 of the 7 imported salmonid species and

thus contains one of the most diverse fish faunas of any river system in
New Zealand.

The excellent stocks of rainbow and brown trout and of quinnat salmon
support a recreational fishery of national importance besides which the
stocks of flounder, whitebait, mulIet, eels and kahawai support smal-ler
more local fisheries.

published information on the fish stocks and fisheries is contained in
Finlay (l-931-) , Parrott (197I), Graynoth and Skrzynski (1973), I,Ùaitaki
Valley Acctimatisation Society (I976 and l-978) and Dougherty (L919).
There is atso much information on file or in unpublished reports held
by the V'Iaitaki Valley Acclimatisation Society and F-R-D.

Detailed reports, based on recent studies, describing the fish stocks and
fisheries are in the course of preparation by F.R.D. However, some

sÈudies have still to be completed anól a firm publication date cannot be
given. This, therefore, ïs a brief sununary detailing some of the present
results.

5.2 TNTRODUCED FISH

Brown Trout (SaLmo ttutta)
Brown trout were first ìntroduced înto the Waitaki River system between
l-870 and l-885 (Hobbs, 1948). They quickly became established and nowadays

are found in large numbers throughout the lower river and in most areas of
the larger tributary streams. The trout support an important fishery and

in recent years this has stimulated research into the lífe history of
brown trout in the lower river.

Spawning surveys, which have been conõlucted annually since 1975, have
shown that brown trout spa\^/n in May, June and JuIy in gravel beds through-
out the lower river system and in its main tributaries. However, certain
Iocalities aïe preferred, s'uch as the stable side channels opposite Duntroon
and in the Hakataramea, Awakino, an¿l Maerewhenua Rivers, the Duntroon Stream
and the Penticotico. The number of trout spawning each year in the
entire system is difficult to estimate,but may range between 5-10,000.
Recent studies (fa¡te Z) of the hydraulic characteristics of these spawning
grounds have determined that redds'are normally dug in water about 3l- cm

deep (range 12-83 cm), flowing at about 0.55 mrlsec (range 0.I4-1.19 m,/sec.).

Brown trout fry emerge from the redds from JuIy to October anil begin to
feed upon the small- Iarvae of midges, mayflies and caddisflies. They
grow rapidly and may reach 1OO rmn ìn length by March. Thirteen localities
have been regularly electric fished in recent years and it has been found
that growth rates vary substantially between sites anil between years,
depending upon the local environment.

As th.e juvenile trout gro\^I, they often move downstream and some fish
probably enter the s'ea because large tsea-run'brown trout are often caught
by anglers at the river mouth. As the fish grow their diet chanqes to
larger items such as snails, sandy cased caddis larvae and smal1 fish such
as bullie5and smelt. They normally reach maturity at 3 years of age when

they are about 40 cm in length.

Unfike salmon, trout spawn more than once, with brown trout continuinq
to grow'to a maxímum age and length of about 8 years' and 85 cm
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respectively. Adult trout are found throughout the lower river
system wherever there is sufficient water depth and cover. The

number presenÈ is not known; however, brown trout are more abundant
than rainbow trout.

Angling surveys undertaken in 1957 , 1962, 1965, J-967 and from f973
onwards have shown that brown trout are caught throughout the lower
river system during the angling season from october to April. In
1965 it was estimated that about 6,600 brown trout were killed in
about 9,600 angling visits. Nowadays about I0'000 fish are caught.
In 1965 most of the fish r¡¡ere caught using spinning techniques (45%)

followed by artificial flies (2'ls"), worms (15%) and smelt (L2z) as

bait. Most of the Èrout kil-Ied range in length from 35 to 50 cm and'

mean lengths range from 43 Lo 47 cm in different years. A few
specimen trout exceeding 75 cm and 4.5 ks are caught each year.
Compared with other rivers in the South fsl-and the trout caught are
rather larger than on average (Atlen and Cunningham, L957, p. 44) .

The average size has remained virtuatly unchanged since records
began in 1957. Anglers catch rates are fairly good ranging from
O.20 to 0.44 fish per hour depending upon the anglers skill and there
is again no evidence of any historical trends to suggest changes in
trout a-J¡undance.

The stocks \^¡ere managed in the past by the annual release of hatchery
reared fish, This practice was found to be expensive and unnecessary
an<l was discontinued in 1968. Managers nowadays try to protect the
natural stocks against the adverse effects of water abstraction, river
control schemes and power generation fLow fluctuaÈions.

Rainbow'Iroui_ (Sal-mo gairdnetii)
Rainbow trout were introduced in the lriaitaki River in the early 1900's,
some years later than brown trout. Like brown trout they rapidly
became established and are now found throughout the lower Vüaitaki River
and ín the larger tributary streams.

They spawn in èilirilar gravels to those used by brown troirt at water
depths averaging 3f cm (range l-2-68 cm) in velocities averaging 0.51 mrlsec
(range O.l9-0.97 m/sec). Spawning takes place in stable side stream
areas and in the main tributaries, the Hakataramea, Awakino and

Maerewhenua Rivers. Compared with brown trout the main difference is
that they are basically spring spawners, spawning from late July
through to early October. The numbers spawning each year vary, but
runs of 200 fish in the Maerewhenua and 1000+ in the Hakataramea are
common, while total numbers spawning can be in excess of 2,000. Studies
on the juvenile fish, their growth rates, diet and distribution have

been undertaken recently; the results of which will be pu-blished later.

Rainbow trout in the waitaki are numerous right down to the sea; adult
fish being found in fast water and the larger pools of the maín river.
Although no direct evidence of sea migration has been found, rainbow
trout are no\¡¡ appearing in the Kakanui, 34 km south of the Vlaitaki '
Theïe are no recorded liberations of this species in the Kakanui system
and they may have migrated from the Waitaki, which is the nearest river
containing them.

Although rainbow trout in general do not 9ro!ü to quite the size of
brown trout, (they reach a maximum size in the V'Iaitaki of about 65 cm

or 3 kg) they compensate the angler by being vigorous fighters.

Angling for rainbow trout is carried out throughout the river and along
with brown trout a,ngting is most popufar early in the fishing season
from October to late December before the quinnat salmon start to run.
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At l-east 75.ø of the rainbow catch of 3,000-5,000 fish is taken by
bait fishermen, the remainder of the catch being divided equally
between spinner and f1y methods.

Minor changes have occurred in the size of rainbow trout caught by
anglers, but no long term trends are evident. For example, físh
averaged 40 cm in 1965, 42 cm ín 19'72, 38 cm in l-975 and 50 cm in L977.

Rainbow trout are nowadays managed in a simil-ar fashion to brown trout,
the l-ast major liberation of hatchery reared fish being ín 1974.

Quinnat Salmon (Oncorhgnchus tshawgtscha)

Quinnat salmon were initially established in the Waitaki River by
liberations from the Government hatchery on the Hakataramea over the
period 1901-1907. The stocks in the Waitaki built up rapidly, fish
migrating up to headwaters of the V'iaitaki and spawning in rivers such
as the Dobson, which flows into Lake Ohau. In l-935 the Waitaki Dam
was constructed. The fish pass built into the dam was incorrectly
designed (see Fig. I) and faiLed to work properly. Hence the salmon
runs dropped from possibly 1O0,000 to 10,000-20,000 adult fish.

The adult salmon, ranging in length from 40 - LL2 cm and in weight
from 1.4 Lo 2L.8 kg enter the river from January to April and slowly
swim upstream to their spawning grounds. Surveys have been carried
out on the Hakataramea River fuom L962 and on the main river from 1976
onwards to monitor the numbers of salmon spawning. No long term
trends are apparent, the numbers varying considerably from year to
year. Most of the salmon spawn Aprí1 to JuIy in the side streams of
the main river and in the larger tributaries ( > 1-2 cumecs) such as
the Hakataramea. Salmon spa\¡/n in water on average 33 cm deep (range
14-58 cm) and in faster flowing water (mean =.64 m/sec, range 0.1-6 to
1.50 m/sec) and in coarser gravel than trout (raUte Z¡. Although they
can bury their eggs up to 30-40 cm deep in the gravels, their eggs
can stil-l be washed away by floods. For example, on May 23 1979,
because of an industrial dispute, an increase in flow of 5l-2 cumecs
\^ras recorded which caused great damage to spawning grounds.

TABLE 2 - Some Observed Redd Characteristics of Salmonids in the
present Lower l,laitaki River (unpubl ished data from
S.J. I^Jins) .

Speci es

Brown Trout

Rainbow Trout

Quinnat Salmon

Water Depth (m)
AVE RANGE

hJater Velocity (m/s)
AVE RANGE

0. 31

0. 31

0.33

0.55

0. 51

0. 64

0. 12-0.83

0. 12-0. 68

0. 14-0. 58

0. 14-1. 19

0. 19-0. 97

0. 16-1 .50

The young salmon emerge from the redds from l-ate July until early
September and live and grow in backwaters and side braids of the main
river and in tributary streams, until they are large enough to migrate
to sea. Some fish migrate or are washed out to sea as fry and perish.
The principal out-migration normally occurs from November to January
when the smol-ts range from about 5 - 10 cm in length. Recent
studies on juvenile biology, salinity tolerances of young salmon, and
on their environmental requirements will be published later. In 1978
and 1979 severaf thousand young salmon were marked with a coded wire
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FIG. 1. Inoperative fish pass at Wajtaki
The failure of this pass reduced
quinnat salmon up the river from
below 20,000 today.

Dam, bu'ilt jn 1935.
the runs of adul t
perhaps 100,000 to

tag inserted into the cartilage of their forehead as part of a study
i-nto the survival of these lroung fisb. Because of the time delay
before the adult sarmon return the results of this stud.y will not
become availabl-e until 1983.

Anglers fish for salmon (generall-y using the specialised equipment
of large spinning rods and reels and. spoon baits) principally in the
l-ower reaches of the main river (îig. 2) from January to early April.
The fishery has been intensively studied in recent years and there
is a wealth of information on catch rates, angler origins, etc.,
which is both published (Waitaki Valley Acclimatisation Society,
1978) and on fil-e in F.R.D. The salmon fishery is one of the best
in the country (Fig. 3) and it is estimated that about 30% of the
New Zealand catch comes from this river (Graynoth , l-972). As several
of the other major fisheries, such as those on the Rakaia and
Rangitata Rivers, are threatened by water abstraction or irrigation
schemes, the percentage of the total catch and relative importance
of the Waitaki River may grow in the future. The l¡Taitaki catch of
salmon varies from about f,000 to 3,000 per annum.
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FIG.2. The lower reaches of the Waitaki River. This area is the
hab'itat of many f ishes 'incl uding several native species and
is also the main salmon angfing area and a popular trout
angling site. In the salmon season, when a good run is on,
there may be over 300 anglers fish'ing in the lower reaches
while a good wh'itebait run may bring up to 100 whitebaiters.
Fishing for other native species is also done here.

A fine quinnat salmon caught
S.J. I,'lìng. hjaitaki quinnat
length and 1.4 to 21.8 kg ìn
B kg.

in the Lower Ì^laitaki River by
range from 40 to 112 cm in
we'ight, with an average of

FIG. 3.
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Although this may seem low, it is not insignificant because the físh
are large (average 8 Ls) and like aII salmon, difficult to catch
(10 to 50 angling hours per fish). The best guide to the importance
of the fishery is perhaps the effort anglers expend to catch these fish.
In L975-76 it was estimated that anglers spent about 3l'500 man hours
actively fishing for salmon.

On a weekday during the salmon season from 90 to f80 anglers normally
fish the lower river whil-st on weekends the number could occasionally
exceed 3OO. lVithout doubt the salmon fishery is of major importance
and must be carefully managed and protected. An economic assessment
of its angling value has been prepared (Graynoth, 1972) -

Attempts to commercialty 'ranchtsea run salmon have been undertaken
since 1976 by a V,fatties /I]CI consortium at a site near the Morven,/Glenavy
irrigation race intake. Results to date have been inconclusive.
proposals to establish a salmon ranching hatchery on the Hakataramea
River have been received and others can be expected in the future.
If these developments are successful the value of the river for salmon
angling will be much increased arid the commercial returns could be
substantial-.

Sockeye Salmon lOncorhgnchus nerka)

Sockeye salmon are abundant in Lake Ohau and the !ùaitaki hydro fakes-
Occasionally fish migrate, or are swept downstream, past the Waitaki
dam into the l-ower river. In March 1917 a smal-l run of fish, probably
Iess than 100, ascended the Hakataramea River to spawn. The fish
ranged from 32 to 36 cm in length and had tived all their life in
freshwater. In recent years there have no reported sightings or
captures of sea run (anadromous) sockeye sa]mon and at the moment it
seems unlikeJ-y that a sea run stock could be developed in this river.

Brook Char (Safvel-inus fontinalis)
In recent years populations of small resident brook char have been
discovered in tiny upstream tributaries of the Hakataramea River.
These fish are probably descendants of escapees from the old
Hakataramea hatchery, The stocks will not be affected by power
development.

5.3 NATIVE FISH

Two species of eels are found in the Lower lVaitaki system. Light to
moderate stocks of the longfinned eel AnguiTla dieffenbachii ate found
j-n slow flowing areas of the main stream and tributaries, under cover
and in muddy areas. They feed on both insects and other fish. The
juvenile glass eels enter the river from the sea from August to December

and gradually disperse around the system. Adults migrate seaward to
spawn from March to April, probably in deep areas of the Pacific and

die after spawning. At migration adult males average 22 years of
â9€, females 33 years. Mal-es average 65 cm in length, females f20 cm.

The other eel species is the shortfinned eet "4. austtafis which is of
similar habits to the longfinned, but does not grow to such a large
size and is not usually found as far up the tributary streams. Migration
times are similar, but the ages less, males migrating after 13 years
of age, females after 19 years; males avelage 48 cm in length, females
64 cm.

Eels are fished commercially in the Hydro l-akes and. in Lake Ohau. It
is believed that immigrant juvenile eels cannot surmount the spillway
at Lake Benmore. Therefore, unless stocks are maintained by artificial
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means, then the eels in the
lower river several tonnes
and recreational- fishermen.

upper lakes will slowly die out- In the
of eels are caught per annum by commercial

The lamprey Geotria austraTis, another eel-Iike fish, is common in
many areas of the river. The young, alnmocoetes, are found buried in
sandy or muddy areas of the main river and tributaries where they
remain for several years, feeding on micro-organisms. They migrate
to the sea at about fl-o mm in length, become parasitic on fish and then,
after about 2 years, return to spawn in late winter-early spring. They

travel some distance upstream and into the tributaries and spawn in a

sandy or muddy area, dying soon afterwards. The adutts raJlge in size
from 45 cm to 60 cm. Because they travel at night or during a flood
they are seldom seen but aIe present in moderate numbers. Although
formally valued by the Maoris as a food, they are seldom caught in this
river.

There are five species of bullies in the Waitaki' The redfinned bully
Gobiomorphus huttoni is found in the main river and tributaries in
moderate numbers. The giant bu1ly G. gobioides is found in small
nu¡nbers in the lagoon and tidal- areas. The bluegilled buJ'ly G' hubbsi

is found up to 10 km upstream in moclerate numbers. The common bu1ly
G. cotidianu,s is very numerous in most areas of the main river and

tributaries and important as trout food. The upland butly G. breviceps
is al-so numerous and found in most areas. It is important as a food

for larger fish.

All bully species spa\^rn in freshwater and aI1 except the upland bully'
whose young live in the rivers and tributaries, have juveniles which

migrate to sea during the spring and sunmer and return as adufts the
following suÍtmer. Therefore, up and down stream access is essentiaf'
A1I species feed on smalf invertebrates and all are themselves useful
as food for Iarger sPecies.

In this river four species of galaxias make up the whitebait catch"
The main species, the inanga Gafa.xias macufatus lives in the lower river
and tidal areas. It spawns from February to April in the tid'al zone

on grasses and rushes during a high spring tide. The eggs hatch when

immersed by the next spring tide. The larvae aÏe washed out to sea

returning from August to December, six months later, as whitebait'
The banded kokopu G. fasciatus is also present in the whitebait catch'
Adults Iive in some of Èhe smaller tributary streams in pools where

suitabl-e cover is available. They spawn in these areas from autumn

to early winter. The koaro G" brevipinnis is another whitebait species,
the adults living high up in the upland streams in fast water (Upper

Maerewhenua and Hakataramea). It also spawns from autumn to early
winter in the adult habitat. Juveniles of this species are capable

of climbing obstructions such as waterfalls, dams and spillways' and

a large lake population exists in the hydro lakes further upstream.
A rarer species is the giant kokopu or native trout G. atgenteus "

Adults are found in the tidal backwater areas where there is heavy

cover.

The whitebait run in this river is fished for on an amateur basis only,
\^¡ith most fishing being done within I km of the mouth using smal1 hand

held gauze nets. During "runs", up to I0o fishermen may be present'
The average catch is 500 gm, although catches of up to 20 kg per
person have occurred. As these fish do not home, this river could
contribute to, or benefit from, other rivers in the vicinity. Fish
of the whitebait species are also important as food for the larger species

offishand.manyoftheseabirdssuchasternsandgulls.
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Another galaxias species present is the conìmon river Galaxias,
G. vufgalis which is found in the main river and most tributaries
in moderate to high nunrJcers. It spawns in the adult habitat from
l-ate winter to spring and shoals of juveniles can be seen through the
sunmer in backwaters and shallows. It does not migrate to sea.

The Canterbury mudfish Neochanna butrowsius ís found in swampy areas
and smafl- streams on the plains to the north and south of the Lo\^¡er

Vfaitaki. It spawns in these areas and is known to aestivate in drought
times. It could be endangered by drainage and irrigation development"

The torrent fish Cheirmarrichthgs fosteri is found in moderate numbers
in fasÈ \À/ater in the main river and larger tributaríes. Adufts spawn
in the river, the eggs or young fish are \^¡ashed out to sea and return
at about 25 mm in length.

The black flounder RhombosoLea retiaîia is also a conìmon species found
in backwaters and quiet areas from the sea to at least 36 km upstream.
It may spa\^In in the river or ftay migrate to the sea to spa\^/n. It feeds
on smal-I insects and the occasional fish. This species is a popular
food fish, caught by net and spear mainly in the tidal area. The
estimated catch over September and April is 5,000+.

In the tidal area the contmon smelt Retropinna retropinna provid.es a

food source for both larger fish and sea birds. Adult fish migrate in
from the sea to spawn from August to DeceÍiber and are present, often
in large shoals, in the lower river up unÈil autumn. The adults spawn
al 2 years of age, they lay their eggs in the lower river and the
Iarvae are washed out to sea after they hatch.

Recently Stokell's smelt, StokeLlia anisodon, has been caught in the
I^laitaki River, near to the mouth. Adufts of this species are thought
to migrate into river mouths in spring and summer, migrate upriver to
spawn in freshwater and then probably die. The hatched farvae are
washed out to sea where they mature, probably in about two years,
before migrating back to freshwater (McDowall, L978).

yeltow-eyed mullet Al-drichetta fostexj are also common in the tidal area.
Large shoals of adults and juveniles are conmon from September Lo April.
They are caught by rod, Iine, and in nets for food and as bait for sea
fish.

A normally marine species, the Kahawai Atripis trutta shoals in Iarge
numbers in the sea around the river mouth, feeding on smaller fish,
from October to April. It is readily caught by anglers using spinning
gear for both food and sport. Adults range in size from 50 to 55 cm.

Kahawai stomach contents show Èhat some salmon smolts are eaten at times.

Conclusions

It can be seen that the native fish of this river range from those of
purely scientific interest, to fish of commercíal and food and sporting
value. Many of the species, especially those important as food for
Iarger fish, require free access to and. from the sea for both adult
and juveniles. Most could be easily blocked by man-made obstructions.
The tidal area of the lower river is particularly critical and provides
spawning and living areas for a nuniber of species. It is essential-
that this area remains basically unmodified.
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6. THE VARIOUS POWER DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS

The M.Vl.D. have described six development options in their 1979 report.
fn the options shown in their Figs. 2 and 6, a po\^¡er canal , similar
in character to those found in the Up,rler Waitaki Power Development
Scheme, with a series of low head power stations along it, is situated
on the north bank of the river. Running parallel to it is a 400 m

wide floodway and a residual- river channel. Some of the riverbed
is marked. to be reclaimed for agriculture or forestry. Options shown
in their Figs. I and 5 are similar except that the power canal is on
the south bank. In option 3 the residual river flow is contained
within the floodway and in option 4 the power canal is enlarged to
accommod.ate fl-oods and the resid.ual river is d.isposed of .

After a detailed examination of Èhe options described we are of the
opinion that none is really desirable from a fisheries viewpoint. hie
believe that the best scheme would be to modify the option shown in
their Fig. 5. This is a three channel option and in brief, wouJ-d
involve placing the power canal on the extreme south bank followed
northwards by the floodway and then by an extensive residual channel/
wildlife area covering the remainder of the flood plain. This option
(A) is shown in Fig. 4 enclosed.

We have also examined in some detail option 3, where there is a combined
floodway/residual river (see Fig. 3, M.I4I.D., l-979) and a slightly
modified version of their option 4. In their option 4 the po\^rer
canal has only been marginally enlarged in size. Here we have
considered a canal that has been substantially widened to form a
series of small hydroelectric reservoirs. These could be similar in
appearance to several hydro lakes (Waitaki, Ruataniwha, Roxburgh) or
to wide deep rivers such as the lower Cfutha" This option (C) is shown
in Fig. 5 enclosed.
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RiVER

7.L THE POVìiER CANAL

Location
In Fig. 4 the power canal has been sited on the south bank, followed
northwards by the floodway and then the residual river. This arrange-
ment was chosen as the south bank is the most suitable side for the
construction of a po\¡ier canal (M.W.Ð., 1978) and it simplifies the
diversion of the flood waters from the Hakataramea River to the floodway.
This scheme al-so preserves the stable willow lined channels opposite
Duntroon, which are important for fish spawning and angling.

However, provided features important to fisheries interests are not
seriously affected, such as fish passage between the residual river
and tributaries, the final configuration of the channels is not
considered to be very important.

The canal will extend from an intake structure upstream of Kurow to
4 km above the mouth of the lrlaitaki River. The water directed into
the canal will be from both the upper catchment and tributaries upstream
of the intake.

Fisheries Structures

Fish Passes

Fish ways could be constructed to allow físh migration up the canal
from the lower river. But, the demand for a fishery in the canal may
not be very great because of the supposedly reduced angling quality of
such waters. (This aspect is discussed later).

If fish are unable to gain access to the po\^rer canal-, f ish migrating
upstream from the sea wi11 become trapped below the lowest tailrace.
Il,Ie recommend that fishways be constructed to transport these fish from
the tailrace to the residual river. The fish guidance facitity needed
coul-d be similar to the powerhouse col-Iection system of fishways built
at the Bonneville Dam on the lower Columbia River, U.S.A.

Fish Screens

I¡]e do not reconmend that fish screens should be constructed on the
uppermost intake. These wil-1 be virtually impossible to operate and
clean because the volume of \n/ater is so great.

lVater Abstraction
Facilities will need to be constructed to release flushing flows from
the intake structure and power canal down the residual river. Floods
from tributary streams are probalrly unsuitable as they may occur too
infrequently and contain high silt and bed loads.

i{ater for irrigation shoul-d. be supplied from the power canal and not
from the residual river. Experiences aÈ the Bells Pond irrigation
intake on the lower V{aitaki, and elsewhere, have shown there are often
conflicts between the water needs of irrigators and fisheries interest.
f f water \^ras removed from the residual- river expensive fish screens,
simil-ar to those constructed on the Vüairehu Canal in the Tongariro
Power Scheme, will be needed.

Physical Features

The power canal wiII probablY have
1978) with a top water width of 80

a capacity of 525 cumecs (M.w.D. ,
m, depths of up to I1.5 m and
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FIG. 6. Tekapo-Pukaki Power Canal from below Tekapo A. This canal
has än average top w'idth of 39.6 m, an average depth of
5.3 m, a ca¡rar:'ity of 120 cumecs, a water velocìty of
1.06 m/s and a slope on the sides of 3:1. The proposed
lower l,.laitaki Canal will have a top width of approxìmately
twice this canal, depths up to 11.5 m, a capacity of about
four tjmes this cand (525 cumecs), but a similar water
speed and slope on the sides.

contain water flowing at a peak velocity of I metre per second (M.V'I.D.,
L979). The sides of'Ehe canal will- have a 3:f slope and will be lined
with gravel. Small boulders may be placed in the littoral area to
prevent wave erosion (FiS. 6).

As the canal wilt be designed and constructed for maximum hydraulic
efficiency, water vetocities will be very constant and there will be
few stilf areas or backwaters where fish can shelter anil rest from the
mainstream current.

The water clarity and characteristics will- probably be, at feast
initially, as described in section 4.2 for the V,Iaitaki River.

Biological features

Prediction of the biological features of the proposed Lower Waitaki
canals is difficult because of the lack of studies on such artificial
canals. Hence, it will be useful to undertake some studies on the
physically similar po\^rer canals in the Upper lrlaitaki Po\¡/er Development
Scheme. The most benefit will probably come from a study of the
canal- draining Lake Ohau as it is less turbid than the other canals,
therefore it will more accurately simulate the expected situation in
the proposed Lower Waitaki canal.

The fotl-owing statements are, of necessity, based on cursory observations
of the existing V,faitaki canals and on a knowledge of the habitat require-
ments of fish and other aquatic l-ife.
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âøgatic Plants and_Planktog

Aquatic plants are found through the hydro fakes, in stable braids
of the lower lVaitaki and in the Aviemore Spawning Race. If there
is suitable substrate for anchorage, it could be possible that some

beds of ptants such as MgrophgTlum sp., Potamogeton sp. and EJ-odea

canadensis could develop along the margins of the power canal and
possibly to depths of 5 m or more (see Brown, L9l5).

Additional aquatic plants will inctude green filamentous and other
algae attached to rocks along the canal margins, together with
phytoplankton originating from the upper hydro lakes. Phytoplankton
and zooplankton densities will probably be initially similar to those
in Lake V,Iaitaki. L. lfhitehouse (pers- comm.) found the total dry
biomass of zooplankton lost each v/eek from Lake trVaitalci ranges betvreen
150 kg in July to I3,OOO kg in January. The components of the zoo-
plankton inc]uded rotifers such as KeriteLLa cochLearisand crustacea
such as Boeckel-La difatata. Hovrever, in Lake Waitaki the devefopment
of both zooplankton and phytoptankton is likely to be seriously
inhibited by the high rate of water rene\¡ral (calculated mean retention
time, Ig72-Ig'75 of 1.5 days) (L. Vühitehouse, pers. comm.). Therefore,
it seems likely that zooplankton and phytoplankton development wiIl
also be inhibited in the power canal and what plankton there is present
wil-l be mainly from production in the upper hydro fakes.

Invertebrates
The structure and abundance of the invertebrate communities formed in
the canals will depend upon many controlling factors. These include
the type and stabitity of the habitats formed, temperature regimes,
the supply of food, and the natural seasonal variations in abundance
of the community. Weed beds (if present) and shatlow marginaf areas
could support a fairly rich and abundant fauna, especially when the
\^rater ís clear and glacial sil-t levels are low. The invertebrates
likery to be present wilr incrude mayfly and stonefly nymphs' caddisfly'
dragonfly, beetle and chronomid larvae together with snails, flatworms
and other forms.

The deeper parts of the canal could be populated by annelid vlorms,
chironomid larvae, sandy cased caddis larvae and snails.

Fish_Stocks

The a-lcundance and species of fish present in the canal system will
depend to some extent upon whether fish passes and/or fish screens are
constructed at the power stations. If present, fish passes will allow
fish, including quinnat salmon, to enter the canal- from the lower river-
On the other hand, fish screens by diverting fish from entering the
upper end of the canal, would severely reduce fish recruitment into the
canal but perhaps decrease fish turbine mortalities at the dams.

If the power canal is not deliberately stocked with fish and if fishways
and fish screens are not constructed, as suggested in this report, then
the power canal- would become populated. with fish migrating downstream
from Lake üfaitaki. Initially many of the migrants will survive, as

turbines of modern design generally have a fish passage efficiency of
95% or more (Bel_I, Lg73). These fish could. include upland and common

butlies, the koaro and common river galaxias, eels, brown and rainbow
trout and landlocked sockeye salmon. The numbers drifting downstream
could be quite siqnificant, as evidenced by the impingement of fish
cooling water screens at the Waitaki Dam Power Station. However, of
aII these fish species, ttre upland bully is believed to be the only
species which can successfully reproduce in the power canal.
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Development of fisheries in the Power Canal

Some angling is undertaken in the upper Waitaki Po\^/er Canafs, especially
where land.Iocked quinnat salmon and trout congregate, such as below
the diversion gates at the head of the Ohau canal and above the Ohau
rA' power station intakes. Presumabty angling would be undertaken
i_n similar locations along a lower vüaitaki Po\^Ier canal-.

Angling does not seem to be popular along uniform reaches of the Upper
Waitaki power canals (nig. 6). This could be because of a generally
poor fishing environment, that is, lack of diversity in water types/
habitats, uninteresting surrounds, in some canals poor water quality
because of high silt loads or at the teast low fish stocks and the fish
difficult to locate.

The popularity of fishing in the po\^Ier canal will depend to some extent
on the size and al¡undance of the fish present. If quinnat salmon are
to be present they will require fishways to be constructed so that adults
can migrate in from the sea. Trout numbers are unknown but it is of
interest to note that some diving and netting studies carried out in the
unscreened. Rangitata and Wilberforce Diversion Races indicated that these
channels contain very few resident fish.

Angling could be difficult because the steep 3:1 slope of the power

canal banks may be dangerous and al-so make it hard to use fly fishing
techniques and to land fish; while deep Èro11in9 from boats will
probably be prohibited for safety reasons. However, an91in9 may be

encouraged and made easier by the construction of piers anil other
facilities such as provision of aerial or aquatic cover to attract
fish and the creation of backwaters.

Even if the fishing in the canal was good, \¡/e suspect many anglers wiII
not fish the canal because of its unattractive, barren and artificial
nature and also because of the difficulty of employing certain angling
methods. we are of the opinion that' to many anglers, the quality of
the fishery and the fishing environment wift in no way compensate for
or equal that found in the present lriaitaki River.

Conclusion

fn conclusíon, we consider that the canal, in comparison to the original
Waitaki River, will resuft in a substantial decline in the abundance

and diversity of fish species present. Although more research is needed,
it also seems unlikely that a high quality fishery could be developed in
the power canal. Therefore, to compensate for the loss of the waitaki
River, some form of compensation flow or a residual river wifl be

required. Nevertheless, reasonable attempts should be made to
devetop fish stocks and fisheries in the canal as this could reduce
the pressure on the residual river and possibly permit smaller amounts

of water to be left therein.

7.2 FLOODTdAY

The fl-ood,way will have to accommodate maximum fl-oods in the region of
2,8OO cumecs originating from the upper waitaki and 11500 cumecs from
the lower tributaries (M.hI.D.' 1919). It is considered, that flood's
of this size can be carried. in a floodway approximatety 400 m in width
boarded by 1ow embankments (M.hl.D., 1978 and 1979). The floodway will
be free of obstructions and possibly grassed'

In order to maintain a natural environment we consid.er that the floodway
should be constructed between the power canal and the residual river/
wildlife area. ft should extend, from the canal intake structure to
the lowest powel station and should be designed to accept floods from
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the Upper lriaitaki and from the lower tributary streams . Some method,
possibly aquaduct(s) and culvert(s), wiII be necessary to pass water
from the south bank tributaries under normal conditions into the
residual river and at times of flood into the floodway.

water from the Hakataramea and upper waitakí could be combined, ín a

single channel and flow a short distance downstream from the first
diversion structure to a ponding area and second control structure'
During normal flows water not diverted down the power canal at the
upstream intake will pass directly down the residual river and during
floods or at times of low po\¡¡er demand the excess water could be

d.iverted into the head of the floodway at the second control structure'

Fish will be swept, or swim upstream, into the floodway during floods
and become stranded when the water recedes. The effects of this
on the rivers' fish stocks is unknown. If studies showed it to be

significant, it would be desirable to investigate means of mitigating
such losses. Fish salvage progralnmes or a small residual flow in the
floodway after a flood may be a sofution.

At the downstream end of the floodway fish trapped below the ]owest
tailrace adjacent to the southern bank will- ideally be passed to the
residual river adjacent to the northern bank. To achieve this, the
floodway coufd be terminated above the final power house and the
residual channels be directed across the riverbed below the floodway
by stopbanks and other structures; thus the residual river will then
flow adjacent to the stopbank by the tail-race below the last powerhouse.

The stopbank shoul-d prevent water from the residual river entering the
ponding area below the tailrace of the powerhouse, which will be up to
7 m below the riverbed fevel. Fish trapped below the tail-race could
then enter the residual river by means of a fishway over the stopbank'
However, problems may arise at times of flood with the diversion
structures at the end of the ftoodway. These may require continual
maintenance.

1.3 THE RESIDUAI RIVER

From a fisheries viewpoint the main functions of the residual river are
as follows. First and most importantly the river is to act as a

spawning and rearing area for salmon and trout and a habitat for
resident trout. secondly it is to support salmon and trout angling.
Thirdly, it shoUfd retain the current riverts potential for use in
the future by, for example, a salmon ranching industry. Finally its
function is to maintain .current aquatic communities, native fish stocks
and fisheries.

The relative importance of these various functions should be discussed
and decided upon because sometimes their demands will conflict. For
examp]e, the control of river flows, to enhance salmon and trout
production, could seriously affect the stocks of some native fish
such as the torrent fish.

In addition to fisheries uses, the residual river will also be used by

recreationalists other than anglers, for example, jet boaters' and

provide a habitat for wildlife-

The basic design

Evidence, collected during our recent field studies and from the
scientific literature, indicates that fish are scarce in the very
Iarge main channels of the lower Vfaitaki and' that the fish stocks can

be decimated by major ffoods and violent fluctuations in flow. If
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the residual river is designed so that fl-ows are controlled and the
best use is made of the avaif able \^Iater, by for example, diverting
water from the main channels to smaller more productive side channels'
then it should be possible to maíntain the current and potential fish
stocks and fisheries while releasing large quantities of water for
hydroelectric Aeneration.

We consider the best plan would be to have one or t\^/o large main
channels which wou1d be used for angling, bounded by a series of smafl
side braids and backwaters, which would be used as salmon and trout
spawning and. juvenile rearing areas. The river would conìmence at a

ponding area and control structure be1ow the Hakataramea and terminate
upstream of the State Highway I road bridge. The river woul-d steadily
increase in size downstream; possibly receiving water from the po\^/er

canal as weII as from both north and south bank tributaries. lVater
from the power canal could be used feed the required fishery facilities
such as spawning channels, (thus eliminating the need to pump water
from the ground, residual river or tributaries). Fl-ood diversion
structures would be constructed at the mouths of the tributaries to
pass floods and their sediment and debris loads to the floodway. Flows
down the river would be monitored and controlled to meet fisheries
requirements. The totat average discharge required coufd range up to
IOO cumecs, depending upon the success of this d,esign. However, it
may be impossibJ-e to determine the precise amount of residual water
required over the long term because future trends in recreational and

other fisheries demands upon this resource cannot be predicted'. For
example, if salmon ranching successfully develops, a high demand could
eventuate for Waitaki water.

For this reason, a procedure should be established whereby the allocation
of water from the l,rlaitaki to the various users would be reviewed on a

regular basis - say every 5 Years.

The residual river/wi1dl-ife area and íts vegetation will have to be

managed to optimum fish and wildlife uses. For example, infestations
of wil1ows, gorse and other plants may have to be periodically removed

to allow anglers access and to prevent streams from either becoming too
heavily shaded and unproductive or unfishabl-e-

WiÉth gf_tþe_Residgal- River Floodbed

The floodbed and width of land around the residual river must be as wide
as possible in order to make the most economic and productive use of the
water in the resid.ual river. There are several reasons for this.

I'irstly, fish production and the production of their invertebrate food'

organisil,sare generally directly related to the area of sul¡merged stream
bed. A narror¡¡ confined and channel-ised. river will be far less productive,
as much of it wi1l contain water velocities and depths far in excess of
optimal levels, hence water will be wasted. Therefore, to avoid such
wãstage, the mainstem river channel(s), the sidebraids and tributaries
should follow a long sinuous or braided course using the v¡trole width of
the residual channel flood bed.

Secondly, it is also important to prod,uction that an optimal pool-/riffle
sequence be maintained down the various channels and this again requires
some degree of lateraf movement.

Third1y, space wilt be required para1lel to the mainstem channel to
accommodate side braids, tributary streams, riparian strips of vegetation
and artificial salmon and trout spawníng and rearing areas. These

could be smal-l streams, smal1 l-akes, spawning channels or even a

hatchery.
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Finally, we consider it important that the rivers present potential
for increased recreational use should be maintained. Space is required
for future camp sites, access road, hiking tracks, boat launching ralnPr
picnic areas, etc.

Studies wíll be needed to determine the precise \,üidth of floodbed
required for the residual river and the wildlife area. At the moment

it seems quite probable that the ful-l- width of the existing river wil-l
be required to accommodate the canal, floodway, and residual river
(as in Fig. 4).

wartakr River qefoo¡ lhe Resiqugf-River

The residual river, power canal and floodway will all terminate near
the state highway bridge, about 4 km up from the river mouth. As

described above, the po\¡rer canal outlet of about 300 cumecs will flow
on the southern side of the riverbed, the residual river flow of for
example, 50 cumecs, will possibly cross the riverbed below the floodway
to flow initially ad.jacent to the po\¡/er canal outflow. Consequently
there would be little or no flow down the northern side of the old
riverbed. At present the lower reaches of the river (Fig. 2) are
extremely valuable as a habitat for both native and exotic fish and

support several fisheries. Therefore, it is important that the reaches
of river below the power scheme remain relatively untouched. To

achieve this, some control works and possibly some study of the situation
wiII be needed.

The mainstem fishing channel(s)

The principal function of the mainstem fishing channel is to support
salmon and trout angling. Other functions include providing a migration
route for fish such as salmon, eels and koaro; and also as a habitat
for native fish and. Iarge trout. A limited amount of salmon and trout
spawning and rearing of juvenile salmonids will- al,so take p1ace.

Interests outside those of fisheries witl need to share the mainstem
water. These other concerns must be also taken into account in the
design of the main channels.

ealmen_agSlinø

Salmon angling in the V'laitaki River, although carried out in a varie+-y
of water types, is largely concentrated in the deep main channels and in
deep holding pools, the "safmon holes". Because of the turbidity of
the water, anglers fish 'blind' hence the hooking and capture of a

salmon is an unpredictabl-e and somewhat rare event and this is part
of the attraction of vlaitaki River salmon angling-

At present, Èhe main salmon fishery is located downstream of the maín
road bridge (Fig. 2) except in years when there is a good run of
salmon and angling extends the whole length of the river.

Aerial surveys of trout and salmon angler density und.ertíLken in the
Lg76/77 and, 1977/78 seasons showed an average of 18 and 15 anqlers per
km respectively, were fishing the 3.8 km of river betow the main r:oad

bridge, whilst only 0.4 and 0.6 anglers per km were fishing the 6l- km of
upstïeam river (V,I.V.A.S., 1978). It has been suggested that if the
aerial counts had been taken in the evening or earlier in the mornings,
density ratings upstream of the bridge would have been higher ranging
from 1.2 to 1.8 anglers per km (w.v.A.s., 1978) . Taking these figures
into account and even allowing for a major increase in the angling
effort in the future, as has recently occurred in the Upper Rakaia
River, there does not seem to be any need for more than a single
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mainstem channel for angling. Although, as discussed later, other
mainstem channels may be required for trout productíon.

To maintain the features of the present salmon fishery in a mainstem

channel, it shoul-d also be large, fairly fast flowing with deep holes
and slightly turbid water. Tt shoutd be of sufficient size to make

it fairly difficult to catch salmon or the fish will be too vulnerable
to the expert angler or Poacher.

In size and character a fishing channel could be similar to the
breakaway channels on the north bank opposite Duntroon (Fis. 1) which

are shown in the aerial photograph in M.w.D. (1979). Measurements

from the aeriaf photograph indicate the main channel width there ranges
from about 20 to 50 m with an average width of 30 m'

negidegt_Irogt lslocks gnq !rcu! Fishing

The mainstem fishing channel(s) must support good numbers of large
brown and rainbo\n/ trout and also must be suitable for trout angling.

At the moment the l-ower Waitaki River supports very large numbers of
sizeabte trout and a high quality trout fishery. This may be so

for a variety of reasons. The river and its tributaries contain
extensive spawning grounds of high quality and has numerous small
tributaries and side braids suj-tal¡le for the rearing of young trout-
Ho\^rever, we believe that the main factor is the extensive area of
suitable habitat avaitable for Iarge trout.

A number of factors in this habitat appear to be important and different
from salmon anglíng requirements. First]y, the extensive sha]low
riffle areas which produce, in total, targe numbers of invertebrates
which drift downstream to provide ample food, supplies for trout.
Secondly, although floods do occur, they may not be of sufficienÈ
magnituãe, particularty since the hydro development of the catchment,
to harm adutt trout. Finally, many of the channels are large. deep

and fast flowing and, although they may be an unsuitable habitat for
resident large trout, they serve aS escape areas and cover for these
trout. Hence, one would expect to find large trout feeding and resting
in the shallow, slow flowing margins along most of these channels.

The proposed residual river mainstem fishing channel (s) shou]d be

capable of supporting equivalent numbers of adult trout to those
found in the present river. This will be difficult and will require
considerable studY.

one of the problems is that we do not know, and it may be impossible
to obtain precise estimates of, how many adult trout are normally
present in the river. In the absence of accurate statistics, a

reasonable approach will be to obtain estimates of the yield and potential
maximum -sustainable yield of trout that are or could be harvested from
the present river. The current crop is estimated' about 14,000 trout
p"r ãr,ro* (pages J4,I5 ) but the potential maximum sustainable yield
could be much higher (20-30,ooo?). Another uncertainty is the future
angling demand, which is at present unknown because of variables such

as the fuel crisis.

Probably the major problem is that of producing high numbers of large
trout using only a minimum amount of water. For discussion purposes

befow we assumed that the objective is to maintain the present crop
of about 14,OOO trout at an individr.ral average weight of about 1.I k9,

in a residual river with a single mainstem channel. This will require
a stock of at least 21,OOO takeable trout (see Burnet, 1919); the
extra fish being required for breeding and as compensation for natural
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FTG 7. Stable willow lined channels 'in the Waitaki River opposìte
Duntroon. Thìs type of channel is similar to those
planned for the res'idual river in 0ption A and to the
proposed research channels in the area.

mortality. The single mainstem channel does not have to support the
entire stock of 2I,000 trout. It wilL, however, have to support a
major proportion of this stock, especially if, as suggested l-ater, the
side braids and backwaters are modified to maximise the production of
juvenile sal-monids. lrle therefore consider that the mainstem channel
will have to support about 80? of the stock and crop of adult takeabfe
trout, i.e. about 16r800 and 11,200 fish respectively.

The meandering mainstem fishing channel of the residual river will be
about 68 km long (direct distance x L.2). Therefore, ít woul-d need
to support a stock of about 250 fish per km. If it \^ras a single stem
channef averaging 30 m in width, -gd trout averaged 1.1 k9 in ryeight,
trout stocks would average 9.L g/m- and angler's catch 6.O g/m-.

Based on a preliminary study of trout densities, sizes and, cropping rates
in New Zeafand rivers it seems very unlikely that a single 30 m wide
channel could support these stocks and cropping rates.
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Figure I shows the relationship between trout densities and the size
of físh caught by anglers in some VÍetlington and Hawkes Bay rivers
and streams. The maximum densíty recorded was only I40 trout per km

and here the trout were relatively small (mean = 0.66 kS). For trout
averaging 1.I kg the highest density recorded was about 60 trout per km'

In some of these waters stocks may have been limited by floods, high
water temperatures and other factors. Nevertheless a five fold increase
in stock density, even in a control-led managed mainstem channel, may

be rather difficult to achieve.

Also, the cropping rate of 6 g/m2 is probably rather high. cropping
experiments in the South Branch, a small (3.2 m wide) sta-ble and highly
productive bro\¡¡n trout stream near christchurch, indiçate an average
-crop 

of IL g/m¿ (annual range over 6 years 3-18.5 S/n') could be

safely taken from this type of stream (Burnet, L9l9). However, in
the Waitaki the fish are otder and larger and it is possible more of
the trout production will be lost due to natural mortality (see Allen,
I95I). Further studies are needed on this aspect'

Studies on other New Zealand streams show that the density of trout
stocks per km seem to be more closely related to the length of channel
and possibly to the extent of bank cover, than to its width (Fig. 8).
Therefore, the solution to stocking probtems in the residual river may

be to either divide the upper reaches of the channel into 2 or more

channels, or to increase the amount of water flowing down the residual
river and to have 2 or more mainstem channels throughout its length'

The channel(s) will need to be designed to maximise the production of
Iarge trout and to be protected from the adverse effects of floods.
Production of fish and their food organisms may be directly related to
the amount of overhanging vegetation and submerged stream bed, and

streams with both riffles and pools may be more productive than those
with singte types of habitat. studíes will be required to look at
such factors and to thus achieve a high performance design' However,

we envisage that such a channel wiII have deep poots with adequate
cover and space for large trout and also have a high production of
large food items such as cased caddis larvae, mayfly nymphs, snails
and small native fish such as bullies.

Alternative designs aïe possible. For example, a channe] could
either consist of a series of wide moderately shallow riffles
interspersed with deep pools or it could be a deep slow flowing
continuous channef similar to the rivers found below lakes - such as

the Clutha below Lake Vlanaka, which contains excellent trout stocks.

Trout anglers, especiatly those who fish with f1y, would prefer clear
water so that they can spot and' stafk their fish'
It is also important that, at least in some places, easy access to
the river rs provided.

If the trout stocks are confined to a na,rrow channel, careful management

may be required to prevent overfishing.

conflicts between salmon angling and trout angling and production need's

may necessitate a partitioning of the resource with the neeals of the
sal-mon angler being met only in the lower reaches of the residual
river, where information shows that much of the present salmon
angling is carried out.

qish_paseage

The mainstem channel must also permit fish to migrate upstream and

downstream throughout its length. Because of the size of channel
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FI G, 8. Relationship between stock of takeable trout present in
some l^Jel'lington and Har^rkes Bay R'ivers and the average
size of trout caught by anglers.

Numerals refer to brown trout rivers and indicate the
approx'imate mean wjdth of the river channel in metres.

tr = rainbow trout rivers. (Derived from table 10,
Graynoth , 1974).
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being consid.ered it seems unlikely that water
passage. It afso seems unlikely that water
very different from those found at present in

Biological probtems may be more important.
may inhibit migration - floods are certainly
small streams, although their importance in a

depths wou1d ever limit
temperatures would be
similar sized channel-s.

The absence of floods
needed as a stimulus in
large channel is uncertain.

Floods and turbid water may also be needed to flush juvenile salmon
smolts seaward and so reduce predation by adult trout and eels to a

minimum. ff trout are particularly abundant, predation on migrating
native fish such as whitebait and smel-t coufd also be high.

Native Fish

The mainstem channel is also to be a habitat for native fish and in
particular for those species which require turbulent water flowing over
shallow boulder and riffle areas such as the torrent fish and bluegilled
bully. It must also support coÍìmon and upland bull-ies, species which
are important trout food.

Other native species may be accommodated downstream of the main road
bridge and in tributaries and side braids.

q al-mo:n_agd_trogt_sgawnlng and re aring

This is not the prime function of the mainstem channel but undoubtedly
some salmon and trout spawning wifl occur. The subsequent survival
and growth of the fry will largely depend upon the availability of a

suitable habitat. No doubt some wil-l live in shallow slack water areas
along the margins of the channel. Most salmonid spawning and' rearing
wil-l- occur in the side braids and tributarir:s.

Conclusions

Although this is only a preliminary study of the mainstem fishing
channel(s), it seems clear that significant amounts of water will be
needed for salmon and trout angling and to maintain the trout stocks.
There are indications of conflicts between the requirements of trout
and salmon anglers and because of the reduction in the rivers size it
may be necessary to partition the resource. AIso, much study wiII
be needed to determine the present and possibl-e future stocks and
designing the channel so that it will support a majority of these fish
stocks, using a minimum amount of water.

Side braids and backwaters

These waters are conmon along the course of the lower Waitaki River,
their extent varying between locations and with discharge. The
side braids and backwaters support several species of native fish and

act as nursery areas for salmonids. The side braids are also ímportant
as spawning areas. Some angling is carried out in these areas as a

few large trout are Present.

Side braids and backwaters should be retained alongside the mainstem
fishing channel (s) in order to preserve the present features and
character of the river and to support the functions listed above.
Salmon and trout spawning and rearing is considered to be the most
important function of these areas and the one which should be used. for
defining their extent, design and hence water requirements.

Space reguired for sal-monid. spawning and rearing

Although the maximum number of fish which a stream can support depends
upon a variety of factors, Allen (1969) has shown that in a number of
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trout and salmon streams, densities normally range from"one fish per m2,

where fish average 5.5 cm in length, to I fish in IOO m', where fish
average 25 cm in length. These values have been used to calculate the
space required to rear juvenile salmon and trout in a future residual
river.

Assuming an average salmon run of 15,000 adults, a smolt to adglthood
survivaf rate of 5eo ârld a 1O cm smolt space requirement of 6 m-, it
is calcufated that al¡out l8O ha of suital¡Ie stream habitat will be
needed to rear juvenile salmon to the migratory smolt stage. Trout
may need about 210 ha of suitable habitat, assuming an annual production
of 2LTOOO takeable trout averaging 25 cm in length (present angler size
Iimit) will be required. (page 31). Studies are needed to determine
the validity of these assumptions and hence the accuracy of these space
requirements.

Much less space will be requi5ed for safmon and trout spawning grounds.
fn natural streams about L7 m' of stream þed is the area required by
a pair of spawning quinnat salmon and 7 m- will- probably be sufficient
for trout (see B,el-l I L973, Chapter 7) . Based on spawning runs of
15,OOO salmon and 7.000 (?) trout, a total spawning area of only 15 ha
will be required and this area could be reduced to about 1.5 ha by the
constructions of artificial spawning races.

These sepaïate area requirements for spawning and rearing can be
combined to some extent. However, juvenile trout and sal-mon eat
similar foods and stud.ies at Glenariffef a tributary of the Rakaia
River, have indicated that interspecific competition does occur. There-
fore, to accommodate all these species of salmonids, perhaps 400 ha or
more of habitat will be required for salmonid spawning and rearing.

Pes i gn_cons ideration s

If these spawning and rearing areas were confined to side braids and

backwaters along the mainstem channet (s) , a major net work of side
channels wiII be required (possibty 6 channels each 10 m wide, extending
along the 68 km of mainstem river). Such a scheme may pose innumerable
problems in hydrautic design and in river management. A more practical
maximum wilt be only 2 side braids, each f0 m in width. Therefore, to
augment sa1monid prod-uction, tributary streams and probably artificial
spawning and rearing areas would be needed.

Studies will be required to establish design and flow requirements of
the sidebraids and backwaters. Much is already known about the habitat
requirements of salmonids (for exampfe, see Table 2, p. l-5). Whether
these needs can be met, given hydraulic and other constraints, is not
known.

Tributary Streams

The tributary streams and rivers entering the fower v,Iaitaki support
some angling andr/or populations of salmon, trout and native fish.
In the future these tributaries will become important as sources of
water and as spawning and rearing areas for fish living in the residual
river. Some tributaries may also be suitable for use by salmon farms
and, if required, fish hatcheries.

Although surveys have been undertaken, \¡Ie do not have accurate estimates
either of the nurnbers of salmon and trout spawning in the tributaries
or of the numbers of juvenile fish produced. Further studies are
needed to help in determining the present potential of the tributaries
for trout and salmon spawning and rearíng areas.
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Fish Passage

To maintain the populations of migratory species of fish in these
tributaries it is important that fish access to and from the residual
river is not híndered. Ideally all tributary streams should f1ow
directly into the residual river. However, there may be problems in
achieving this with the south bank tributaries. First, construction
costs of several aquaducts and/or culverts may be too high. Secondly,
there may be some design problems in developing a functional passageway
for a1l- flow conditions. Therefore, some south. bank tributaries may
have to run parallel to and south of the power canal and amalgamate
with other south bank tributaries, before crossing the power canal
and floodway to the residual river.

$g"Ê qiveSsloq structures
Floods totalling up to 1500 cumecs could originate on occasions from
these tributaries (M.I,v.D., L919). Floods of great magnitude coufd
severely damage the residual river, fish stocks and other facilities
in the residuat river/wiId1ife area (see ,.Q¡tion B) .

However, the smaller more frequent fl-oods are necessary for the
maintenance of the riverts general character and fauna (see l,Voods,
1964). For example, they will remove excessive algal and macrophyte
growths from shallow riffles and thereby maintain the important and
characteristic fish and invertebrate communities dependent upon these
riffle areas.

Therefore, flood diversion structures should be built that are carefully
designed and tested so that freshets of various sizes and durations
can be passed down the residual river and excessive amounts of water
can be diverted into the floodway. The structures would have to
operate safely, automatically, not hinder fish passage under low and
normal flow conditions and be unaffected by flood debris and bed loads.

Studies will be needed to determine the approximate frequency and features
of the freshets required in the residual river and to determine on which
tributaries and. where such structures should be located.

7.4 MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF THE SALMON AND TROUT POPULATIONS

Although this three channel option is thought to be one of the best, it
sti1l may not be possible to maintain current salmon and trout populations
under this option. In particul-ar there maybe insufficient rearing areas
for juvenile safmonids (page 36) and insufficient habitat for large trout
(page 31). There could also be, at times of flood, significant losses
of fish into the floodway, and possibly fish l-osses caused by either high
levels of super-saturated nitrogen or predation.

It is therefore necessary to consider the advantages and disadvantages
of other techniques whereby the fish stocks couÌd be maintained.
Information on the costþenefits of these techniques is also relevant
to the basic d.esign of this option. For example, it may be more
economic to enhance trout and salmon production in tributary streams
than to divert water from the power scheme down side braids of the
residual river.

Techniques to increase the production of eggs and fry
The following techniques could be used:

Improvements coul-d be made to tributary streams entering the lower
r'Iaitaki. These could include the addition of extra spawning
gravel, the ral<ing and cleaning of present gravels, improvements

(a)
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in fish access, erradication of eels and other predators and
improvements to water supplies. Surveys are needed to determine
what is necessary and to estimate the potential increase in fry
production which could result.

(b) Spawning channel(s) could be built. These channels are designed
to accommodate spawning salmon and trout and to rear their ova
and young fry. The channels range from about 4 to 12 n in width
and contain approximately 45 cm deep water flowing at about 45 cm

per sec. over graded gravels, ranging in diameter from L.2 lo 5.0 cm
(Fig. 9). Spawning channels also require associated nursery areas
or special facilities for the rearing of juvenile salmon and trout.

A large spawning channel could be constructed at the head of the
residual river or alternatively several small channels could be
built at intervals down the river's course (FiS. 4). As spawning
channels should ideally be supptied with silt free water, their
Iocation and size wil-I be influenced by the presence or a-bsence of
suitable clear water sources, such as springfed streams or ground-
water. However, if necessary, Ïlaitaki River water could be
abstracted from the power canal. Experience at the Aviemore
spawning race ind.icates that the resultant siltation of the spawning
gravels will not result in excessive additional costs, due Èo

annual cleaning of the gravels.

If spawning channel(s) are needed the considerable amount of
overseas information avaifable on the design, costs, capacity
and effectiveness of spawning channels could possibly be used in
construction and design.

(c) Ripe salmon and trout could be stripped and theìr eggs artificially
fertilised and raised. Ripe, wild adult fish could be obtained
by trapping or a brood stock coufd be reared in raceways or ponds.
The ova coufd be incubated in hatchery troughs, lvashington trays,
upwelling gravel boxes, incubation channels, or even be planted
in natural stream gravels using planting forks.

It has yet to be demonstrated whether or not additional salmon and trout
spawning gravels and fry production will be required. At the moment it
seems possible that if the tributary streams are fully utilised and if
sufficient side braids are constructed parallel to the mainstem channel (s),
under this option there wilt be no need for additional spawninq grounds.

Techniques to increase the production of adult and juvenile trout and of
salmon smolts

The foll-owing techniques could be used:

The rearing and holding capacity of tributary streams coulil
probably be increased by the use of appropriate stleam management
techniques. The methods used could include water harvesting and
the reduction of water a-bstraction in the tributaries; the contro]
of excessíve numbers of predators, such as eefs and shags; channel
modifications; the management of riparian vegetation and the
improvement of food supplies by supplemental feeding and/or add,ition
of fertíIisers, sugar, etc.

Salmonid rearing channels or additional side braids could be
constructed at suita-l¡Ie sites alongside the mainstem fishing
channel (s) . In some locations there may be insufficient width
in the f]oodbed to constrict th"ese channel (s) or the water supplies
may be unsuitable.

(a)

(b)
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FIG. 9. Aviemore Spawning Channel. This hair-pin shaped stream
was the first artificjal spawning channel to be built in
New Zealand. It is I km long and was designed to
accommodate 3,000 adult trout, have a depth of 0.30-0.45 m,
bed width of 5.5 m, veloc'ities up to 0.45 m/s and a constant
fal'l total I îng 1.5 m over the ent'ire length. The channel
provides some spawning grounds for trout and salmon from
Lake hlaitaki, now unable to spawn jn tributaries above the
Aviemore Dam, Fish gain access to this channel via a
ladder at the far end of the right hand side and the
controlled and constant water flow is supplied from the
station auxil'iary turbine to the left hand side end of the
channel .

(c)

(d)

Attempts to increase the individual size of the takeabfe fish could
possibly be made by supplementary feeding or the enhancement of
food. supplies by, for example, the introduction and improvement of
stocks of bullies and other forage fish.

Sma1l lakes could be used as salmon rearing areas. These have
already been shown to be useful. At Glenariffe a maximum annual
return of about l-00 adults per I.5 ha lake has been shown.
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Although lakes are expensive to construct and maintain, they
have the advantage qf only requiring a small through-flow of
water (about O.O3 mJs per lake). Such rearing lakes would need
careful construction for optimum fish production and drainage.
The water source should be screened or enter through buried
perforated pipes to keep out fish predators and confine salmon
fry. Lights and islands with trees or shrubs would both attract
aerial insects for food and provide the shade needed to keep
temperatures down. Fry could be supplied by a hatchery or a

series of lVashington tray incubators.

Lakes Aviemore and waitaki (total area 3,000 ha) could possibly
be used as rearing areas for young salmon. Adult sal-mon could
either be trapped in the Lo\^ler I,vaitaki and trucked to the l-akes
and released, or their eggs could be stripped and reared; the fry
being released into the lakes. Smolts migrating downstream would
need to be trapped above the hydro stations and eventually diverted
into the residual channel.

Although this technique has worked on the columbia River (u.s.A.),
it is untikely to work here. It is probably too labour intensive
and is also fraught with problems, f.or example, the fry could be
eaten by brown and rainbow trout.

The salmon and trout stocks in the ]ower Waitaki could, in theory,
be maintained by the release of hatchery reared fish. However,
there are a number of problems - a hatchery of the size required
would be large and expensive to construct and maintaín, a large
supply of high quality water would be required and special precautions
would need to be taken against disease outbreaks. It also appears
that once released, hatchery reared trout cannot successfully
complete with wild trout. Consequently, after many years of
failure, most acclimatisation societies have now ceased stocking
rivers with hatchery reared trout. Hatchery reared salmon,
recently liberated in some New Zealand experiments, have also not
had a marked success with the overall survival rates from ova to
adu]t being similar to those found naturally. There may also be
problems of fittle genetic variation in hatchery supplied populations-
Studies are in progress elsewhere to determine the optimum size and
age of release for particular river systems and to iletermine
factors causing hatchery reared salmon mortal-ities in the wíId.
The use of hatchery reared juveniles in other enhancement programmes
should also be carefully considered as the construction and main-
tenance of even a small hatchery could be expensive-

(S) The residual river stocks may be assisted by importing fish reared
elsewhere. Transfers could be made, fot example, of brown trout
reared in local- irrigation races and./or ditches. However, this
type of stock assistance is very fabour intensive, there are problems
associated with trying to catch trout for transfer, the fish trans-
ferred may be the wrong species or have the wrong behaviour for the
new habitat, they may migrate back to their place of origin, or
could damage existing fisheries

The techniques listed above may not al-t be suitable or necessary in a

future residual river. Some techniques may only be of value for salmon,
others for trout.

Studies wil-I be required into the present production of juvenile fish
and the potential production from tributary streams. Given this
information it witl then be possible to calculate the numbers of fish
which need to be produced in other ways andl to undertake studies into
the best technique to use.

(f)
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7.5 CONCLUSION FOR OPTION A.

This option suggests the construction of a power canal, floodway and

residual river. The residual river must fill many uses. From the
fisheries point of view it should support a similar sized fishery to
that in the present river and maintain the present river's potential
for development. The design of the residual river will take a great
deal of study and it may be that it will be impossible to determine
the precise amount of water required over the long term, therefore
provision will- have to be made for revision of the \^/ater allocation-
It is envisaged, here that the residual river will follo\¡/ a sinusoidal
path down a wide ftoodbed, the mainstem will be designed for fishing
and adult trout habitat, while the side braids and tributaries will be
designed for juvenile salmonid production. Several methods are available
to fisheries managers to increase the production of safmonids and it is
Iikely that at least some of these ,will have to be employed.

A fishery may develop in the power canal and thus decrease the pressure
on the residual river, but we betieve it will- be basically of poor
qualíty.

!üe believe that this option is the best of those presented in this
report from the point of view of maintaining the fisheries¡ as weII as

the wildlife and present river environment for other users. Its main
attribute is the provision of a residual river, not subject to frequent
fl-oods or damming.
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THE TI^JO CHANNEL OPTION - A POI,IER CANAL AND A COMBINED RESIDUAL

8.1 INTRODUCTION

This option witl- be similar to Option A in that power wil-t be generated

in a power canal. However, the residual river paralleling the power

canal will also accept ftood flows from the Hakataramea River and'

other tributaries of the Iower lrTaitaki as a floodway will not be

constructed (Fig. 3 M.V,I.D., l,g7g). The residual river will have to
receive fl-oods from the diversion structure upstream of Kurow' This

diversion structure will also mark the beginnings of the power canal'
The power canal is Iikely to be similar, from both the hydroelectricity
and fisheries point of view, to that described and discussed for option A

(section 7.L). Therefore, it may be constructed to accommodate flows of
up to 525 cumecs. At times when electricity demand is low, when there
iã a powerline failure or flows exceed the canal capacity, water may be

spilled over the diversion structure and into the residual river'

The residual river in this option may be superficially similar to that
of option A. It is likely that it wil-l normally hold a similar volume

of water and most certainly it will have to maintain the same fisheries
functions. These have been outlined and discussed' in Section 7'3' The

residual river floodptain width will depend on design and, as with option
A, the north/south arrangement of the power canaL/residual river is likety
to be based more on engineering considerations rather than fisheries'
For the purpose of this report we have assumed the power cana] wilf be

on the south bank.

The power canaf and residual river/floodway wil-r terminate' as for option
A, about 4 km upstream of th'e river mouth'

The characteristic feature of this option is that the residual river
must accept flood flows from both the upper and lower waitaki catchments '
;;;" wiri have a damaging effect on instream structures'' banks and

the aquatic fauna and, fisheries. To determine their impact informatíon
is needed on the features of the floods - their magnitude, duration,
frequency and. timing and on associated features such as water quality'
The floods have two separate origins and are hence considered' separately
and then the combined effect is described and discussed.

A.2 FEATURES OF THE FLOODS

Floods from the UPPer V'laitaki

Features of the upper vüaitaki ftoods were determined by examination of
simulated discnarges at the Vlaitaki Dam from L927 Lo L9l1 (prepared by

Jowett, M.w.D. pãw.er Division, lVellington). If N.z.E. operating
policy, the power supply or demand, changes significantly in the future'
then this simulation d.ata will be invalidated as a guide to future
discharges. Ho\nlever, at present these are the best data available'

Floods v¡ere assumed to occur when ffows exceeded 525 cumecs (the possible
power canal capacity). A lower figure may be more realistic. especially
at times of low power demand, therefore the estimated floods are probably
smaller and less frequent than may happen in pratice'

Another assurnption is that the residual river has a constant base flow
of 40 cumecs at the diversion structure. Forty cumecs was chosen as a

reasonable but purely arbituary value and although a constant value was

used, in practice adjustabte and therefore variabte flows may be required
to reduce the magnitude of floods in the lower river. Based on these

assumed. figures, excess flows (floods) will occur in the lower waitaki
when the discharge from the upper fvaitaki exceeds 565 cumecs'
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TABLE 3 - Estjmated frequency of floods down a combjned residual
river/floodway over a 100 year period.

Flood magn'itude Numbers origìnating from the
(daily mean
cumecs) peak
fl ows UPPer Wai tak'i Lower Tri bs .

approx. 600

L78

51

38

19

13

0

6

0

0

0

0

Total

approx. 600

191

57

47

32

26

5

9

2

1

2

4

Time minimum
flows in
category
exceeded
(years )

.10

.27

.54

.B

r.2
2.0

4.3

5.6

11

t4
17

25

50- 99

100-149

150-1 99

200-299

300-399

400-499

500-599

600-699

700-799

800-899

900-999

1000+

13

13

6

9

13

13

5

3

2

1

2

4

Floods from the lower tributaries
FIow record.s are available for the Hakataramea River for the period
1;964 to the present day. These values have been used to estimate the
ftood flows from other tributaries for which M.W.D. 1977 lists the mean

fl-ows (Tab]e 1). Ignoring the tributaries that will be aþove the
diversion weir, the mean flow for those below the Hakataramea totals
LL.32 cumecs or 2.18 x the mean flow of 5.2 cumecs in the Hakataramea.
The total flood flows for the lower tributaries could be simulated by
multiplying the Hakataramea flood flows by 3.18. Ho\^/ever, it is
unlikely that floods from all the tributaries will be synchronized so a

lower factor of 2.5 has been used. The residual base flow of 40 cumecs

has been added to the estimated flood flows and the totats presented in
Table 3. The high frequency smalf freshes, the entry of groundwater into
the river and the degree to which the residual river flows will move into
the groundwater tabte of the old riverbed have not been assessed.

Magnitude and frequency of floods

Based on the 50 years of simulated hydrograph records, Table 3 shows the
numbers of floods of different magnitudes expected in the residual river
over a I0O year Period.

Each year one will expect a flood of. 25O cumecs or larger' every IO years
a flood of 7oo or Iarger and every 25 years a flood of 1,000 cumecs or
Iarger. A IOO years flood may be in the region of 1,700 cumecs.

The timing and duration of floods

Examination of a 20 year sample of the hydrograph records from October
L927 to October 1947 showed that floods exceeding 200 cumecs in the
residual river are only likely to originate in the upper catchment from
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January to early May, with the majority of floods occurring in
February. Similar sized fl-oods from the Hakataramea and other
tributaries will occur from June to September, while smaller flood.s,
and freshets from the tributary streams, will occur throughout the
year. These features can be seen in figure 10, a simul-ated. hydrograph
for the year 1967.

The same records show that, on average, there wiII be 0.85 fl-oods per
year, 8.5 days in which flows will exceed 200 cumecs in the residua1
river, and as to be expected, the larger floods wiII last the longest.
The records showed that floods from the upper catchment, peaking at a
daily mean of 250 cumecs, lasted 3 days, at 700 cumecs, 18 days and at
l-'000 cumecs about 28 days. Floods issuing from the l-ower tributaries
are of a much shorter duration, J-asting 3 days at the most. The average
duration of the Upper I¡laitaki floods was f0.1 days, and the tributary
floods only 1.5 days. The difference is due to the hydro-lake storage
of the Upper lVaitaki system.

8.3 ]MPACT OF TTIESE FLOODS ON THE RES]DUAI RIVER

Introduction
It is difficult to predict with any certainty the impact of these floods
on the residual river. This is because of the complexity of the
physical and biological processes and interactions; al-so because
of the absence of detailed information on the hydraulic Aeometry of
channels in braided rivers and in the Waitaki River in particul_ar.
There is in addition very little relevent published information on
the impact of floods on the benthic invertebrate and fish stocks in
Iarge New Zealand rj-vers.

After consideringr alternative approaches it was decided that an assess-
ment could be made by systematically tracing the effects of flood.s on
hydraulic features, such as water vefocities and bedloads and then
determining how these changes affected aquatic weeds, invertebrates,
fish stocks and fisheries.

An attempt was mad.e to theoretically calculate and model the effects of
fl-oods on the physical features of the resid.ual river (Appendix ) . A
representative cross section of the lower lüaitaki was selected for stud.y
and simulated changes in water depths (see Fig. fI) and. hence velocities
were calculated. V'Iater velocities were used to determine the size of
gravel moved during floods and attempts vlere mad.e to determine the degree
of movement of the river bed and bed loads. The impact of fl-oods
was also found to be d.ependent upon the width of the flood plain
(nig. 1I) and channel training works.

Based on these studies the following conclusions were obtained on the
effects of floods of various sizes on the physical features of the
residual river.

Base flows of 40-50 cumecs

Examination of the historical- data indicates l-ow base flows coul-d
persist for comparatively long periods. In Figure 10, during a wet
year, flows were stable for a 6 months period from May to November.

Through the period between floods the residual channels wiII develop
an aIgal flora on their beds and invertebrate and fish stocks; on
the banks and flood plain vegetation wil-I develop. These changes will
have normally small effects on the general shape of the channels, but
greater effects on substrate composition and. compaction.
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Fisure 11 Model illustrating changes in channel widths and depths in floodplains of different widths during flows
of 40-1000 cumecs.
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The number of channels present will depend on the width of the flood
plain and river management practices'

ïn a wide l,2oo m flood plain, as in Figure 11, the water will probably
flow in about I to 3 principal channels, \¡/ith smaller side streams

and groundwater in the margins of the flood plain. In a more confined
300 m flood plain it is much more probable that the water will be

confined to a single deep channel scoured out by floods.

channe] depths, widths/ \nlater velocities and other features will vary
between pool and riffle sections and depend upon the stability of bank

vegetation. channels will probably be deeper and more confined in a

wiãe flood plain because the vegetation on the banks will be stable and

less affected by floods than in a narro\^I flood plain' A general
indication of the hydraulic features of channels at vari-ous discharges
is given in Table 4 and is based on the relationships described in the

Append.ix.

A single channel containing 40 cumecs of water will be about 45 rn in
width up to 1.I m deep and contain water flowing at up to 2.1 m/sec
(Table 4). The central region of the channel bed will contain stones
ranging from 1o-l-5 cm in diameter left after floods, and only small
amounts of finer material. Bedfoads will be very low. The margins
of the channel may contain beds of finer substrates left after floods'

Annual fl-ood.s of 250 cumecs

Floods peaking at about 250 cumecs daily mean are estimated to occur
about once a year. The actual instantaneous peak volume of the
flood could be considerably higher and high flows wil-l on average

last l-ess than 3 daYs.

In a confined 300 m wide flood plain, as illustrated in Figure 11, it
seems quite probable that in some localities the water will overtop
the channe] banks and a thin layer of water spread out over the flood
plain from stopbank to stopbank. In other localities the channe]
will degrade and deepen to accommodate floods of this size.

In the example shown in Figure 1l- the main channel contains about
t7O cumecs with the remainder of the water being spread out over the
flood plain. The water will be up to 2 m deep in th.e centre of the
channel travelling at 3 m/sec and transporting stones of up to 5-10 cm

in diameter (Tabte 4). The greatest relative change in velocity will
be at the margins of the channel and small stones such as those used

for salmon and trout spawning will be dislodged and transported.

In the initial phases of the flood there will be a considerable increase
in water turbidity and suspended sediment loads as dry marginal aTeas

become inundated and overland flow occurred then sand, small pebbles

and gravet will start moving in the deeper and swifter regions of
the channef.

The amount of shingle which will be moving at ffows of around 250

cumecs is not known. Data from the Tongariro River indicates bed

Ioads increase markedly between 60 and IOO cumecs and' in the Tongariro
a bedload of about 3,600 tonnes per day wil-I be expected at 250 cumecs.

Observations by lVoods (1964) and in recent years by Cudby and Jowett
(Jowett, L979) indicate that 250 cumec flows will be more than
sufficient to turn over the gravels I remove excess alga1 growths
and break up the armoured bed of the river'
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TABLE 4

Di scharge Vel oc i ty
(m/s )

Mean Max.

l,li dth

(m)

2I

27

35

45

64

90

133

152

Depth
(m)

Mean Max.

.26 .52

.34 .68

.44 . BB

.57 r.l4

. B0 1.61

1. 13 2.26

1.66 3.33

1. 90 3.81

Hvdraulic Characteristics of channels urith 5 to 1,000 cumec

d"jicharges, includ1ng the di.ameter of stone transported in
channeli w'ith 20 and 40 cumec base flows.

(13/ s )

5

10

20

40

100

250

700

1 ,000

s'ize transpOrted (çm)
Centre z}n 40^

Diameter of stone

1-
32
54
98

109
a channel with

)
40 m'/s base flows

.9

1.1

1.3

1.5

1.9

2.4

3.2

3.5

r.2
1.5

L,7

2.t
2.6

3.3

4.2

4.6

4

5

6

7

9

I2

15

16

x ind'icates the di.ameter"of stone moved at the mqfql¡å
respective (,20 or 40 m"/s) base flow.

Centrä refers to the centre of channels with ei'ther 20

of

or

AIso, observations after the June 1980 floods in the Hakataramea River
(mean flow 5.2 cumecs) when flows reached 260 cumecs indicated that the
stream bed was substantially modified by fl-oods of this magnitude'

The situation in a wider 600 or L,2OO m flood plain may be quite
d.ifferent. In a 7,2OO m flood plain the river will be similar to what
it iS at present. In the model cross section, Figure 11' the hlater
is contained within 4 channels having discharges of I, 25, 60 and f64
cumecs. ft seems most u.nlikely that the water will be confined to a

single channel or wilf overtop the banks and cover the flood plain'
This means that the flood flows in each channel are smaller and hence

there will be less disruption of the river bed and substrates. In
reality the main channel flows are more likely to be less than 164

cumecs and in the region of IOO cumecs. Nevertheless, this is still
a substantial flow and may result in a reasonable bed load and hence
changes in stream morphology and substrates. In the Tongariro flows
of lOO cumecs transport about l-OO tonnes per day. Fine 2 cm d'iameter
gravel at the channel margins (Table 4) may still be moved and this
could affect trout and possibly salmon redds. It is also like1y that
dry channels wil-l be filled, causing an init-ial increase in silt loads
as vegetation and earth is washed out-

Floods of 700 and I 000 cumecs

These are major floods and mean daily discharges of these amounts should
occur at intervals of about every 10 and 25 years respectively. High
flows will probably last for over 1 week, and possibly much more.

The model (Fis. 1r) ind,icates that even a 1,2OO m wide flood plain
will be inundated with water during these floods. This means that
the water velocities and substrate movement in the main channe]s
wilt not be as great as expected, because much of the water flows over
normally d.ry land.

During these large ffoods the river tends to flow directly downstream
and they may not be quite as destructive as smaller floods that are
confined to particular channels which undergo erosion and lateral
migration (8.J. McKenzie' pers. comm.).
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ft is suspected that there wilt be a considerable amount of scour
and deposition in a narrow flood plain during these fl-oods because
of the uniform high velocities and absence of retaining vegetation
on the floodbed.

Observations of the effects of the June I98O flood of 700 cumecs in
the narrow channel of the Maerewhenua River Ïeveafed the massive
force and destructive po\¡¡ers of floods of this size. The stream
bed was substantially modified and considerable amounts of flood
plain soil and vegetation removed'

Bedloads could be wetl in excess l,ooo tonnes per day and could be as

high as IO,OOO tonnes (Griffiths, 1979). In the major channels stones
of up to f3 cm in diameter, and possibly larger, will be moved by water
vefocities up to 4 m/se(-. Observations in the pÏesent I'vaitaki River
tend to confirm these calculations which indicate few sa]mon and trout
redds will be left intact.

Although we have tittle detailed information on the effects of floods'
it is fairly evident that floods in the residual river/floodway of
option B will cause considerable destruction upon the flora and fauna
cãmmunities (see Fig. ;-2). Excess fLows of 25o cumecs in the present
river do not even represent a doubling of the average daily flow.
However, in a residual ïiver of 40 cumecs, such floods will increase
the flow over six times. Of course the width of the floodplain' number

of channels, floodplain management policies and origin of the flood
will infl-uence the impact of such increased f l-ows '

The width and development of the flood plain

The width of the flood plain is a critical factor controlling the
hydraulic Aeometry of the stream channels. The impact of floods in
flood plains of I,2OO m,600 m and 300 m in width have been considered
in the model (see Fig. 1l and discussion above) '

The present flood plain varies in width from about 1,600 m to 8OO m and

if the po\^Ier canal is built at the extreme south bank, at most locatíons
about L,2OO m witl be avail-able for the flood plain'

Periodic floods could place severe restrictions on the extent to which
the flood ptain could be deveLoped for recreational, agricultural and'

fisheries purposes. Buildings and other structures such as hatcheries,
spawning races, campsites, roads, etc., wíll have to be locateõl in areas
where the risk of fl-ood d.amage was low or \^Iere otherwise protected by

extensive and expensive flood protection works'

These problems will only occur in a wide flood plain - in a narrow
flood plain these buildings could be located outside the flood banlcs-

Such problems are al-so l-ess likely to occur if the river can be

contained within the existing channels as outlined under scheme 1 in
the Appendix.

I{ith a wide flood plain, problems are forseen in the excessive growth
of willows, gorse, broorn and other vegetation. The control and

management of this vegetation woufd be expensive. If a wilderness
was permitted to develop the access of anglers and other recreationalists
will be greatlY hindered.

The number of channels present will be determined by design features
such as the width of the ftood plain. river flows and channel training
works. However, in general it çi11 be impracticat to controf the
numbers and dimensions of pools, riffles and other water types within
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the channels because most normal stream improvement works wil I be
destroyed by the periodic floods" Managers will al-so have no
control- over the fact that in a wide flood plain there could be
considerabl-e water foss ínto Èhe groundwater or passage through
permiable gravel banks.

After floods have passed the residual flow wÌIl probably be redirected
into a few main channels (-see Appendix) " Exactly what the beds of
these channels are like after much. greater wolumes of water have
passed, and how much of the pre-flood hiota wlLl remain is-unknown.
It is possi.ble that after major floods in narrow fl-oodheds that much
of the residuar .'r.i-ver side vegetation cover, import4nt to fish. and
fish food production, will be non-existant"

However, some mitigation of the impacts of floods may be achieved with
flood routing down dry'channels, prus' consialeïations in channer-
design, €.9. entrenched channels, deflectors to reduce water velocities
and possible further control of rake storage. Lake storage has
already reduced the size of upper catchment floods (see vü.c"c.R.w.8.,
Ie78) .

8.4 EFFECTS OF FLOODS ON FTSH AND TNVERTEBRATES STOCKS

Introduction
There is very litÈle information on the effects of d.ifferent magnitudes
of floods upon the argal growths, ìnvertebrates' and fish. of rivers
(see Fig. 12). This maybe because of the extremely difficult physical
problems in sampling fish, invertebraÈes and certain hydraulic processes
during floods.

However' floods do act as an important reset mechanism (Mundie, 1979) by
returning the stream, its substrates, fl-ora and fauna to a basic
ínitial state. After froods with time and increasing maturity, the
substrates wil-l become mol:e compacted and the invertebrate fauna increase
in abundance and d.iversity. The actual rate of recovery in the V'laitaki
and elsewhere depends upon the magnitud.e of fl-ood disturbance and the
conditions during the period of recovery. For example, in the Horokiwi
(A11en, 1951) the rate of recovery was slow because of subsequent
flood.s.

Processes operating 4uring fl9ods

quqnenge.q sediments

rn the initial phases of floods, rivers may contain high levels of
suspended sedimenÈ which may reduce the light supply, hence inhibit
the photosynthesis of argae and macrophytes in the river. rt may also
affect invertebrates filter feeders and induce gill bacterial d-isease
in, or even suffocate, fish. Once deposited, the sediment could
destroy redds by reducing oxygen levels and by blocking the exist of fry.
ït could also reduce the interstital crevices in the bed, i.e. destroy
habitats of very young fish.

rn the waitaki there is rikely to be high quantities of suspended
glacial silt present d.uring froods, which. because of the controrred
nature of the catchment, ilây remain for a consiilerabre period. rn
the summer this is likery to reduce angring quality, white in the
winter/spring large amounts of deposited suspended sediment silt will
adversely effect spawning grounds and reprod.uction.

.Abrasion

Suspended particles (e.g. sand grains and pebbles) will have an abrasive
action on algal growth, invertebrates and fish. The extent and
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FIG.12 (a)

FrG. 12 (b)

A braid of the
just above the
Ferry Road, on
cumecs.

Waitak'i adjacent to the south bank,
state highway bridge at the Inner
the 15.8.79. The flow was 0.15

The same braid
was estimated

as above on the 15.1.80. The flow
at 30-50 cumecs.
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effects of this abrasion are unknown.

Bed Movement

Again little is quantitatively known about the effects of bed movement
upon the flora and fauna of rivers. Presumably, at times of bed
movement many of the invertebrates and smal-I fish trapped within
the bed musË become crushed, buried. or smothered by the gravels.
Some fish and invertebrates, €.9. eels, bullies, amphipods and snails,
will find refuge in Èhe macrophyte beds unless these too are
dislodged.

Bed movement can also effect the spawning gravels, redds and the
salmonids and native fish such as bullies and smelt.

Displacement

fncreased water velocities during floods can dislodge certain iriverte-
brates which l.ive attached to or on the upper surface of stones, and
cause downstream drift in very large numbers (Hynes, I97O) -

Fish may also be displaced downstream, although wíth some fish species,
minor floods or freshets are recognised as triggers to induce migration
both into and out of the river. The displacement of fish and inverte-
brates into channels which subsequently dry up after floods will also
cause an unknown level- of mortality.

The effects of floods on invertebrates

Case Studies_

Hynes (1970) quotes many overseas studies where floods have been noted
to reduce stream invertebrate faunas. In New Zealand A1len (1951, p.60)
found that, in the Horokiwi Stream near Wellington, a large flood
reduced the biomass of invertebrates to 12-3OZ of its original value.
The reduced biomass was maintained by su-bsequent floods for approximately
6 months.

On the Opihi River in South Canterbury, after a summer of low flows
(about 3 cumecs). floods of I00 and 850 cumecs in April and May

respectivelyrcompletely destroyed the benthos in some areas (Fowles,
Lg72). Although the benthos was replaced by animals s\^rept downstream,
the po¡:u14tion of 350 Lo 2,500 animals per m was reduced to f00 to
5OO per m', which \^Ias principalty com osed of the mayfly nymph
Deleatidium"

In Roughn's Creek in the Golden Dovms State Forest in Nelson the
invertebrate fauna \Á¡as severely reduced by two floods in April.
during which there were high bed and sil-t loads. Two months later the
invertebrate stocks were, by comparison to the initial state' still
greatly reduced, 'lrichoptera were down to l% of their former nu¡nbers
and chironomids to 0.6%, Deleatidium, by contrast, had increased by
40% (Graynoth, L979).

The lower Selwyn River had low flows of about I cumec. A subsequent
flood of approximately f6 cumecs \Álas shovún to greatly disrupt stream
sediments and reduce, for a month or more, algal growths and. the stocks
of certain benthic invertebrates such as snails and beetles. However,
fast water living invertebrates, such as mayfly nymphs and caddisfly
larvae, had recovered 3 weeks after the flood (Clark, 1968).

Perhaps the study on a river most comparable to the Waitaki is the
ongoing work on the Rakaia, a braided Canterbury river" In l-979
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flows of lol lo 296 cumecs extended. from mid April to septembe5.
During this time the invertebrate stocks (averaging 97O-637O/n-) and

algal flora built up and developed. In october floods of 690 and

l,loo cumecs (mean daily flow) occurred. These floods regulted in an

immediate reduction in both invertebrate numbers (æ-afi/m-) and species
diversity, the post flood fauna was dominated by Del-eatidium. This
situation persisted until the next stqble flow period (March-May 1980)

when invertebrate nurnbers (3gO-175O/m') and diversiÈy increased again,
(P. Sagar, pers. comm.).

From these studies, it appears that in the residual river floods will-
effect the invertebrates by reducing the biomass and species diversity'
The mayfly larvae Defeatidiu¡n wil-l likely form the principal component

of post flood fauna. Chironomid larvae and perhaps fast water living
invertebrates may be among the first of other species to appear in the
post flood fauna.

The effects of floods on fish-

There have been few studies on the effects of floods on fish stocks in
New Zeafand. A1ten (1951) found about 80-90% of the trout ova \^teTe

destroyed by major floods, and there was a feduction in the abund'ance,

growth rate, and condition of trout present'

In another New ZeaLanð. study Hobbs (1940) showed that trout tend to
select relatively stable streambeds for spawning and avoid large
areas of unstable bed. He concl-uded that redds \^Iere generally
unaffected by normaf flood events. Ho\^¡ever, trout redds are affected
by major floods (Hobbs, I94O, p. 44) - perhaps more so than salmon

redds, v/heïe the eggs are buried deeper in the gravels and are often
less affected by síIt (¡rob¡s, 1937, p. 81).

The importance of floods during the earty stages of prod,uction has been

Shown overseas. fn the eig Qualicum River, Canada, stream flows used

to range from 0.39 cumecs to 2OO cumecs. The reduction of floods ín
winter increased the survival rate of salmon eggs and fry and increased
the output of smolts (Mundie, 1979) -

G.J. Glova (F.R.D., christchurch, pers. conm.) is of the opinion that
in targe river systems, the direct adverse effects of floods on juvenile
salmonids is generally of minor significance. He emphasizes that large
rivers have sufficíent diversity of habitat for fish to seek refuge
during floods. He cites as an example the effects of a record flood
observed on juvenife salmonids in the stikene-Tsbut rivers, a Large,
braided system in northwest British Colurnbia (summer monthly aveTage

discharge approximately 4,000 cumecs). Following the flood of october
Lg78, the abundance of juvenile salmonids (ages 0+ and 1+) differed
little from those in the pre-flood period,, although catch rates were

slightly higher at sampling stations in the lower reaches suggesting
some downstream displacement of fish. of greater importance may be

the indirect effects of floods, mainly that of l-osses of benthic
invertebrates, the main food source for fish in large drainages"

Gfova states that the life stages of juvenile salmonids that are most

seriousty affected by floods, irrespective of river size, are the
incubation and early fry stages. fncubating eggs are either scoured'

out or buríed under, while young fry because of their weak swimming

abilities, are in large part flushed to sea'

fn a lriaitaki residual river iÈ is probable that floods will have a
Iimited direct effect on subadult and adult fish. Some mortality
wil-I occur if fish are swept into channels that eventually dry up but
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the highest fish mortatity is líkely to occur from above normal flood
events that occur while the very young fish or e99s are still living
within the gravel . f n the V'Taitaki the danqer period is therefore
winter,/sptinq, when floods issue from the tributaries. Import.ant
indirect effects on the fish wiII also occur, for example, destructj-on
of food supplies, habitats and spawning areas-

The effects of floods on the fisheries

Under Option B it is highly likely that the present fishery (and the
potential for salmon ranching) will be extremely difficult to maintain
in a residual river. We discussed methods of enhancement of the
residuaf river fishery such as hatcheries' river enhancement and

spawning ïaces in Sectíon 7.4. In a river subject to comparatively
large and frequent floods, many of these progralnmes would have to be
sited in specialty protected areas or they may simply prove totally
impractical because of repeated floods e.g. instream pool/riffle
enhancement.

ff reoccurring floods reduce fish food, habitats, numbers and/or spawning
areas one resort wil-l be to stock the river with hatchery reared fish.
This may prove extremefy expensive, and may not be very successful,
especially with reference to trout. Other resorts are the possibility
of abandoning attempts to save the fish stocks and fisheries in the
upper and middle sections of the lower Waitaki River and compensating
for this loss by developing the fish stocks and fisheries of the lower
reaches of this river. Even if managers are abfe to keep sufficient
fish stocks in the river it is possible that fishinq will not be pro-
ductive on many days because of high water turbidity during and
following f1oods.

Perhaps the final resort wiII be to rely solely on a fishery in the
pov¡er canal. Such a fishery has been díscussed under Option A (see

pages 26, 27) and we consider it to be far below the quality of the
present river or even a residuaf ríver not susceptible to floods.

Non-sports fish and other wildlife are also likely to suffer under
this opÈion. M.W.D. (Iglg) described a residual rivet/floodway with
l-ittle or no flow as "a harsh and inhospitable environment for fish and

swamp and waterbirds, and undesirable for most recreational usesrr.
Opposition to this option has also been expressed by the V'iaitaki Va11ey

Acctimatisation Society (L916).

8.5 CONCLUS]ON FOR OPTION B.

This option proposes the construcÈion of a po\¡/er canal and resid,ual
ríver/fLoodway. Thus, repeated floods in the residual river are
Iikely to be the controlling factor in the success of this option. The

effects of such floods will depend on the width of the floodbed, management

strategies, frequency of the floods, and features of the fl-oods, such aS

the amount of bed load carried from the tributaries.

We fee1 this option, because of the effects of repeated floodsr will
have very adverse effects on the fish stocks and fisheries, wildlife'
and general- biota of the Lower lrlaitaki. Any attempts' to maintain the
present fish stocks and fishery will probably be extremely expensive.
Thus, we believe the present river's fishery and potential for development
will be considerably reduced and do not recommend this option.
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A CHAIN OF SMALL HYDRO-ELECTRIC RESERVOIRS OPTION C

1NTRODUCTION

The M.W.D. (Ig7g) have described a development option (Fig. 4, M.W.D. '
L919) where afl flows, including flood flows from sid'e tributaries,
would be conveyed downstream thrcugh a series of reservoirs. Our

slightty modified design is shown in Figure 5. In both plans the south
bar¡lc of the reservoirs will follow the contour of the land while the
north banlc will be an artificj-al embankment. Areas of slow flowing
and shalfow water will be formed in bays and where tributaries entered
the reservoirs.

The reservoirs wil-l have a dual fisheries and power function and

compromises ¡,vil1 need to be made by both interests. The advantage
of this scheme, from a power generation viewpoint, is that the entire
flow of the V,Iaitaki River is used for generation and little or no water
v¡i]I be lost down a residual channel. M.I{.D. (1978) estimated the
potential revenue from electricity generated by one cumec of water at
ç3OO,OOO p.a. Thus the potential financial benefits of Option C may be

much greater than those of Options A and B, provided that the capital
development costs and some other costs, such as the loss of water down

fishways, were not excessive and that the maximum generaÈing capacity
of the water was used.

From the potential fishery point of view, the reservoirs in this scheme

will have to be designed and built for maximum angler use and fish
production. They must support both juveníle and adult trout, juvenile
salmon and al-so adult sa]mon during their upstream migration. To

supplement the reservoirs, spawning races, fish passes and possibly'
hatcheries will need to be included in the design'

9.1 POSSTBLE IMPACTS ON THE FTSH STOCKS

This option proposes to change what is no\^7 a relatively natural,
uncontrolled running water ecosystem into a radically different
lacustrine ecosystem. Although, it is difficult to predict the exact
nature of the resul-tant fish stocks and fishery, following overseas
experiences with river impoundments, we can outline several possible
impacts on the fish stocks.

Impacts on upstream migrants

(a) The upstream migration of adutt salmonids and native species
could be blocked or delayed at the dams even if fish passes \ÀIere

constructed.

(b) Fish may take longer to migrate through the reservoirs than up

the river alone, on the way to their spawning grounds" salmon,
for example can lose time wandering about in slack water above a
dam and these delays can reduce their chances'of reproduction
(Baxter, L977) .

(c) During the construction of the reservoirs, river modifications
and bl-ockages may obscure the olfactory and other clues by which
salmon and other fish are guided to their spawning grounds (Baxter,
; g7i). Lost f ish maybe forced t"o l¡reed in unsuitable ha-bitats -

Impacts on downstream migrants

(a) The downstream migration of juvenile fish may be slowed, hence
they could suffer greater losses due to predation. For example'
juvenile quinnat salmon take three times longer to migrate down-
stream through the long reservoirs on the colurnbia River, u-s.4.'
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than through the original free flowing rivers (Raymond, 1969).

(b) Fish can also be killed at dams by passing through the turbines
or by gas bubble disease. In addition, those fish that are
not kill_ed but injured, stunned or sick are probably made more
vulnerable to predation. Estimates of the level of mortality
at dams is dependant upon the age and species of fish and physical
features of the dam such as the head of water, tlpe of turbines,
their duration and levels of operation. Generally fish
mortality is at l-east 5% and possibly 15% or more (see BeIl-,
1973¡ Long and. ossiander, 1974; Raymond, L919¡ Weltkamp and
Kal-z, 1975). Assuming only a 5-15% range in mortality, over
lO dams Èhe cufmulative numbers of fish killed coufd range from
40% to 80%.

Mortalities could be even higher than this in some cases. For
example, in \974 67.ø of juvenile quinnat salmon were killed when

migrating from a tributary and. through only two dams on the Snake
River, u.S.A. (Raymond, 1979). This high mortality was due to
both turbine related deaths and gas bubble disease.

Gas bubb]e disease in fish is caused by the intalce of water super-
saturated with dissolved oxygen and nitrogen gases. Gas super-
saturation can occur in the spillways of dams and the disease
can be caused. by levels as low as only 18% supersaturation (Baxter,
Ig77). Although susceptibility varies with accl-imationt d9êt
and between species; high fish mortalities can occur. For
example, 9âs bubble disease killed an estimated 50% of the adult
summer quinnat salmon passing Wells Dam on the Columbia River over
the perioð, 1967-1969 (V{eitkamp and Katz, a975) -

fmpacts on fish and fisheries in the reservoirs
(a) compared to the present river there will be massive changes in

physical features such as water depths, velocities, and substrates
and smaller but stil1 significant changes in water quality.

(b) There wiII be great changes in the extent of particular aquatic
habitats and a general decline in variety of habitats present.
Conditions will become quite unsuita-ble for the ,survival and,

breeding of many river dwelling plants, invertebrates and fish,
for example, torrent fish. other biota could suffer from a
decline in habitat quatity, such as a decrease in food supply.

(c) There v¡il-l be great biological changes. Some species of animals
will_ become more abundant, others less so. Significant changes
in the degree of competition between and within species could
occur and feeding and predation patterns change. For example,
adult trout predation on young salmonids may be significantly
different in the reservoirs. changes in food especially may

alter such factoïs as growth rate, for example, for a period after
Lake Aviemore r^/as initialty filled there \^Ias an exceptionally high
trout growth rate (Graynoth, I97O). Some of the aforementioned
changes could occur rapidly, others may take many years.

9.2 A DESTGN TO MAXTMISE FTSH PRODUCTION AND THE FTSÌIERIES VALUE OF

TTIE RESERVOIRS

We have carríed out a preliminary study on the ways in which the fish
production and fisheries values of the reservoirs could be increased.
Considerably more work is required, before a design could be finalised-
Some of our suggestions maybe impractical or too expensive to put into
operation, others may not be as effective as we would wish.
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From a fisheries viewpoi-nt the function of the reservoirs is to support
both juvenile and adulÈ trout, juvenile salmon, and adult salmon during
their upstream migration. The reservoirs will also have to support
angting for both trout and salmon.

Features of the reservoirs
1. Extensive areas of slow flowing, shallow water wiII be needed.

Much higher stocks of salmonids and their food organisms are found
in these areas than in deep, fast flowing channels. The precise
area needed is not known. In Lake lVaitaki. when po\^7er generation
is in pïogress, there is a strong downstream current generally in
the old river channel and the shallow side areas are relatively
undisturbed (vthitehouse, pers. comm.). This suggests that in
Option C the width of the reservoirs could be increased and flows
could possibly be channelled down a deep central section leaving
wide shallow areas on both sides. (Fig. 5).

2. The tength of shoreline should be increased to a maximum and
possibly sma1l islands cor-r.structed in shallow areas. Again this
should increase salmonid production and will also make the
reservoirs more attractive to anglers.

3. The shallow areas should be prevented from becoming choked with
aquatic weeds and a1gae.

4. Boat launching facilities will be needed and the banks should be
designed so anglers could fish from them. Where the banks are
steep, fishing piers, similar to those in the upper Kaitauna River
at the outlet of Lake Rotorua, could be built.

5. Landscaping and the planting of trees, as around the banks of Lake
Aviemore, will be needed. Too many trees however, will inter-
fere with access and the casting of fishing lines.

6. Water level fluctuatíons should be reduced to a minimum. Large
short term and even annual fl_uctuations ín water Level- can
severely damage trout and salmon food supplies and greatly
reduce salmonid production (see Hunt and Linfield. 1973).

7. Submerged trees and shrubs should be removed before filling to
prevent them catching anglers' lines and. interfering with
boating during low flows. Al-Èhough this could remove some

coveï for young fish and spawning habitat for bullies.

Fish Passes

8. (a) Adu]t salmon will need assistance so they can migrate
upstream to spawn and be available for capture in the
reservoirs.

In the Columbia River, U.S.A.r some safmon use fishways to
negotiate 9 dams and climb l-87 m in 640 km; others
surmount 7 dams and climb over 244 m in about 800 km to
reach their respective spawning rivers (Netboy, 1974) .
In the !'raitaki, salmon may have to pass 10 dams and climb
2O9 m in about 60 km. Based on the Colurnbia River
situation this may be technically possible. However,
it wiII be expensive to construct the fishways; they will
use some valuable water, and there is no guarantee that
they will be successful.

Fish passes could be l-ocated only al the lower power
stations. Thus fishwill be available in the lower
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reservoirs for capture by anglers. The fish will have
to be trapped and transported the remainder of the distance
to their spawning sites or to a hatchery.

Alternatively, no fish passes coul-d be instal-led and Èhe

safmon could be trapped and transported from the lowest
tailrace. We do not recommend this as tish will only
be available to anglers in the short reach of river below
the scheme and there are also difficulties in the trapping
and transport of large nr:nlbers of fish.

8. (b) Fishways or trucking may also be needed for native fish and

trout, especially if certain Ïeservoirs are lacking in
suitable spawning areas or habitat.

Fish Screens

Ways will need to be devised to pass the salmon smol-ts that
will be reared in the reservoirs safely downstream past the
turbines. Alternatively a collection and transportation
system may be needed.

Screens to prevent trout and other fish being swept downstream
are probably impracticable because of the great volume of
water. Experience at Lake waitaki ind.icates that although
fish wilt be lost the fishery should not suffer from these
losses.

Spi]lway Flows

Spilling of water down dam spillways will need to be kept
to a minimum as during spilling fish may be killed by the
faII or by gas bubble disease.

Spillway deflectors or perforated bulkheads (see Weitkamp
and Katz, L9'75) may be required to reduce gas super-
saturation hence the chances of gas bubble disease.

Spawning channels and hatcheries

11. Speciat provisions wil-l have to be made for the spawning of fish.

(a)q

(b)9.

(a)10.

(b)10.

(a)11- Some native fish wiII spawn around the lake edges and others
will use some of the tributary streams. Lake Benmore

supports some bullies (the numbers are not known) despite
its great fluctuations in water level-. It is likely that
similar bully populations will exist in the resevoirs of
option c. The survival of other native species will deperrcl

upon their access to the tributary streams and as previously
mentioned, safe passage of migratory species up and down the
river.

salmon and trout idealty need fairly fast flowing water of
moderate depth flowing over fine gravel beds in r,vhich to
construct their reeds (see Table 2). spawning areas wi¡l-l
be absent in the reservoirs and canal-s of Option C. There-
fore, to maintain the present fishery, extensive use may have
to be made of existing tributaries and,/or artificial spawning
races and./or hatcheries.

(i) Tributary Streams.
The tributary streams wiII become particularly
important for trout and salmon spawníng and for the

11. (b)
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rearing of young fish. If this option is proceeded
with it is essential- that the streams are protected
from damage and enhanced. Possible methods of stream
enhancement include addition of extra spawning gravel,
the raking and cleaning of present gravels, improvements
in fish access, eradication of predators, control of

îl::: :ffiîî:::on 
and ir possibte the improvement or

(ii) Artificial spawning methods.
If the tributary streams were lacking in salmonid
spawning gravels then their stocks must be maintained
using artificial means, such as spawning races and/or
by stocking hatchery reared fish (which have a much

higher survival rate in l-akes than in rivers' see page
40). Eggs could also be stripped and planted in the
availabfe streams. These artificial techniques have
all been outlined earlier in this report with reference
to enhancement of the fishery in Option A-

Improvements to this design

It is very likely that, if this option goes ahead, the eventual design
will differ from that presented here and that much fishery research will
be needed. Consideration wiII have to be given to, for example, the
adequacy of food supplies, the survival rates of fish when passing through
the proposed turbines, spawning and rearing and features such as fish passes,
screens, fishing, piers and other structures. It may al-so be considered
necessary to undertake some field experiments for example, on fish rearing
in the existing hydro-Iakes. Many other points for study exist or coul-d
emerge with fugt--her: investigation. Tt may be possible to include other
fisery enhancement features such as a small residual river paralleling the
reservoirs or adapting a drain to serve some fisheries functions.

Biological features of the reservoirs

The series of reservoirs would be biologically similar to either Lake

ùlaitakí or possibly the new Lake RuatanÏwha. In appearance the
reservoirs could resemb]e the lower reaches'of Lake Wâitaki or a deep,

broad, slow flowing, single channel river such as the lower Clutha,
punctuat-ed with dams.

Glacial silt woutd be deposited and weed beds of, fot examp]e MgriophglTun
elatinoides could develop in sha11ow, slow flowing areas. The lakes
could also, in theory, become choked. with stones and other debris brought
in by the tributaries during fl-oods.

A l-ake fauna dominated by snails, caddis and chironomid larvae will
develop. As in Lake Waitaki (L. Vühitehouse, pers. conìm.) ttre retention
time of water is likely to be so short that the in situ developrnent of a

Iake planktonic population of zooplankton and possibly phytoplankton is
Iikely to be inhibted. The species of fish present and their abundance
will depend upon the design features mentioned above and on aspects such
as stocking practices. La-l<e dwetling native species such as eels and the
bullies Gobiomorphus cotidinaus and G. breviceps will be present, and.

the reservoifs wiII act as a passageway for Gal-axias btevipinnisrprovided
these fish have access to the tributaries. Resident populations of
brown and rainbo\^r trout and possibly some sockeye salmon will develop.
The reservoirs will act as rearing areas for juvenite quinnat salmon,
although their value is very difficult to assess, as there are no comparable
waters in New Zealand or overseas.
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The fishery
The fishery developed. in these reservoirs v¡il-l be very different from
that in the present river.

In contrast to the present situation some anglers will fish from boats
using trolling, spinning and various f1y fishing techniques. Anglers
fishing from the shore should be able to use methods similar to those
used in the present river (various fly, spinning and bait fithing
methods). Hopefully the banks and littoral fringe of the reservoirs
wiII be designed to cater for al-l the anglers' needs.

The quality of the fishing and whole leisure experience that will exist
under Option C is difficult to assess, but will probably be inferior
to that found in the present river. Vle suspect many anglers would
prefer to fish in the present river, or in a similar residual river,
than in the hydroelectric reservoirs. The reservoirs will be' to
many people, less attractive aesthetically; there will be no or little
experience of the wilds or nature - a very important element in angling.
There are already available, similar fisheries to the reservoirs, such
as the other hydro-1akes in the area and lakes in generaf and it is
d,esirable to have a diversity. The V,laitaki River, in many ways, supports
a rare and attractive type of angling experience. The fast flowing
water. variety of species, large size and abundance of the fish, make

angling an enjoyable experience and one in which considerable skilf is
needed to catch and land fish. The fishery attracts anglers from al-l-

over NerÀr Zealand and from overseas (W.V.A.S., L918) and it is very
doubtful whether a chain of reservoirs will- have the same appeal.

The quality of the angling will also depend upon the size of fish
presãnt and their abundance" The size and a-l¡und.ance of trout will
probably be similar to that found in Lake Waitaki; which supports an

average but not exceptional fishery (Graynoth and Skrzynski, 1973).
Salmon will also vary in size, according to their age and conditions
for growth in the sea. Their abunilance will depend largely upon the
unknown smolt rearing capacity of the reserVoirs. Ho\'üeVeT, even if
salmon are abundant they may be difficult to catch. Adult sea run
salmon do not feed in freshwater and it may be that they are only
catchable in rivers because they congregate in pools and hence anglers
can easily locate them and induce them to snap at lures. fn a large
deep reservoir they will be more dispersed anil may be very difficult to
find and catch.

The maximum crop of trout which could be taken from the reservoirs could
possibly be estimated, given data on maximum crops in Lake Waitaki
(present day crops probably range from l-,500-3,000 trout p.a.) and on
the dimensions and otheï features of the reservoirs" The crop will
probably be less than that which will be taken from the present lVaitaki
River (the current annual catch stands at 3-5r000 rainbow and, about
l-O,OOO brown trout) or from a carefully designed residual river. The

future potential crop of salmon is unkno\^m.

It is also most unlikely that the total fishery potential of the present
river wifl be met in a canal and reseTvoir system with respect not
only to the sports fishery but to salmon ranching, a colnmercial eel
fishery or other fisheries developments.

9.3 CONCLUS]ON FOR OPTION C.

This development option of a chain of small hydroelectric reservoirs
is not recommended for the foll-owing reasons:
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(a) There wÍll be a loss- of a running water ecosystem and its replacement
with a less diverse lacustrine ecosystem" This will involve not
only qreat physical changes'but extensive changes' in the aquatic
habitats' anil massive biologl.cal alterations. Species- of invertebrates
and fish., such_ as the to:rrent fis'h., which tive in rapÌd water, will
die out. Some of the changes- coulól occur rapidly, others-may
take many yeaïs, therefore the final and total effects wìll not
be known for sometÍme.

(þ) There is considerable uncertainty as'to whether the salmon stocks-
and fishery- could be maintalned. cons'iderable res:earch will
be needed into

(r) Adult migration problems' such. as the passage at fis'h pass'es',
nitrogen and water qualìty probl-ems-

(-ii) Spawning grounds' and/or hatchery develo¡rments.

(iii) JuvenÍle rearing prob1ems srrch. as residualismr trout
predation, lack of food, mortalìty due to water qual-ity
problems', turbÌne ancl spil-1-wa.y deaths.

(.iv) Angling anil catchabil-ity'of flsh.

Some of these -problems'îay prol/e insolvable.

(c) There will be the los's' of a famous' anil high c¡uality trout flshery
and its replacement wlth- a fishery'of muctr lower qualitV. Again
much research, into s-imilar p:roblems- as outl-ined above in (b), will
be needed.

(d) The potential of the present ri:ver to support salmon ranchlng and
other fisheries developments' wìll- be reduced-

(e) There may be economic and development constraints on this option.
For example, it may-be expensive to control weed growths or it
may not he practical to wlden tÌre wìdth of the reservoirs', or
permit tributaries' wïth. high bed l-oads to flow'lnto the reservoirs'"
If such constlraints were enforceól the fishery'wìIl suffer further
losses.

(f) The general decline in attractiveness of the en-¡zironment for both.
anglers and other lefsu:re seekers and the ïeplacement of th.e
existing rìver wïth an environment already offered elsernrhere.

(S) FÌstreries' development anól ananagement costs, for example research.,
hatcheries', spawnìng z'aces-, fish- passes-or a trucking prog1anune

will be expens-iTer mêy not be as- s-Llccessful as'hoped, and 1nay be
difflcult to carry out on such a large scale.
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10. CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES

The fish stocks and fisheries must be maintained and protected while
the power scheme ís being constructed as this may take as long as 25

years (M.w.D., 1978).

Experience with po\^Ier projects such as the Tongariro and Upper Waitaki
shows the need for close liaison between M.!{.D. and fisheries personnel.
In the past many fisheries problems have arisen and not all have been
successfully solved. For example, Iarge amounts of silt derived from
tunnelfing operations have entered the Tongarj:ro River' the Twizel
River has been grossly poltuted with silt for many years as a result
of canal construction and recently part of the Tekapo River has been
destroyed, from a fisheries viewpoint, by channelization. In the
present lower f'Iaitaki River training works and survey road construction
have resulted in productive side streams being damaged and cut off
from the main river.

During construction on the lower Waitaki the fish stocks and fisheries
coukf be severely and permanently damaqed by floods, together with
experimental and emergency discharges from the power canal. Legislation,
normally designed to protect fisheries (The Fish Pass and Fisheries Act),
will not apply to such a Government sponsored power project¡ although water
right. conditions are binding on the Crown and. may impose some control.

To maintain and protect the fisheries during power development
construction, various steps may be taken. No matter what development
option is proceeded with, it seems highly desirable that an independent
fisheries inspector, with considerable authority and with some degree
of veto power over construction work and the management of the river,
should be appointed to the project. The inspector could prevent
temporary dams, water and gravef a-bstractions, etc. that will be
extremely harmful to the fauna and possibty the fishing conditions.
If a residual river is to be constructed this could be developed fírst,
managed and hopefully protected from the adverse effects of construction.
ff the fishery is to be within the power canal, consideration and study
should be gíven to maintaining físh stocks in the river during
construction. Under no circumstances shoufd Èhe power canal be
completed and then a start made on the floodway anð/or residual river,
fisheries requirements anil anglers' needs.
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11. CONCLUSIONS

The present lower lrfaitaki River contains a diverse and abundant fish
fauna. many species of which are migratory, and supports a salmon and

trout fishery of national importance. It has the potential to support
further angling and other recreationaf pressure and developments such
as a salmon ranching industrY.

In this report we developed and considered three hydro-electric
development options, each, we believe' representative of the develop-
mental themes presented by the Ministry of Works and Development in
their 1979 report. lrÏe have not considered the possibility of leaving
the river as it is and producing (or not producing) energy by other
means; this remains an important option. The three options discussed'
here are effectively a three channel (Option A), two channel (Option e)
and single channel (option c), development of the existing river.

Option C, a chain of small hydro-electric Teservoilfs, will impose
radical changes on the existing river. The present river's'fisheries
are likely to be advers'ely affected, in particular the hìgh quality
trout fishery and the present rivers'potential for salmon Tanching
could be lost. Other interests-such as'the eel fishermen. picnickers,
native fish fauna an¿l wildl-ife wil-l also be affected. The angling
offered is likely to be similar to that already avaÍlable in the other
hydro-Iakes and- fisheries developmental- and management costs could be

expensive. We believe a chain of smal1 hydro-electric reservoirs is an

undesirable developmental option.

Option B, a residual ríver/floodway and power canal, is also undesirable-
This option will offer what we consiiler is a fishery of poor quality in
the power canal and a fishery and wíIdlife habitat in the residual river.
However, there will be frequent floods in the resídual river and these
are l-ikety to make this a very inhospitable environment for fish and

other fauna. As with Option C, maintenance of the present fishery
wiII be difficult, fishery maintenance costs hígh and much research
needed.

Option A plans a residual river, po\^Ier canal and floodway. Vüe believe
that development under this option holds the greatest potential for
maintenance of the qualities of the present river. The residual
river shoutd provide a fishery of. f.ar better quality than that which
will occur under Option B, because of the accommoclation of excess
water by the floodway. A suitably designed residual river may

also support the present river's wildlife and other uses and the
po\^rer canal could possibly offer a small secondary fishery. However,
it is also likely that considerable funds and much res'earch will be

needed to achieve the best results.

V,Ihatever option is proceeded with it will be important to consider the
effects of construction procedures on the present or proposed river and

try to mitigate these as much as possible.
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72. IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND PROPOSED FISHERIES RESEARCH

There is a great need for knowledge about the impact of power develop-
ment on the lower lVaitaki River. N.z.E. recognised this and agreed
to fund, in conjunction with F.R.D., research on the fisheries of the
present river and the design of possible alternatives under the proposed
Iower V'Iaitaki Power Development Scheme.

The planned research programme will involve scientific consuftants
financed by N.Z.E. workíng in association with F.R.D. staff and
university personnel.

Initially the existing historical information on the invertebrate fauna,
native fish, salmonid redd characteristics, trout, quinnat salmon and
angling surveys are to be analysed and published. The strengths and
weaknesses of this information will be considered in the final design
of the subsequent programmes.

Vtithin the interlinking research projects the main topics for st-udy include
the sports fishery, adult salmon, ailult trout, juvenile salmonids,
witdl-ife anil native fish stocks, recreationalists and smaller fisheries,
hydrological and engineering studies.

The present sports fishery will be monitored to obtain accurate statistics
on angling effort, catch and catch rates. In addition, the fishery
wil-l- be valueil in recreational and in cormnercial and possibly economic
terms. Work will- be done to ascertain what anglers will require in
the fishery after development. Information on the relationships between
adult trout and salmon density, size and species composition and angling
efforts, catch rates anil maximum suÊtainable yields will also be
obtained. These studíes will be undertaken in the present river and
in the demonstration channels.

Adult salmon will be studied to determine the size of the present spawning
runs and. rates of egg deposition. The mitigation of the impact of
the power scheme on their ups'tream migration and behaviour will also
be assessed.

Aspects of the biology of aduft brown and rainbow trout, such as the
fecundity, population structure and diet wil-1 be studÌed in the present
river, in the demonstration channeLs and in existing stable riwers
elsewhere in New Zealand. The resulting data will be used to design
a productive system (e.9. residual river) which makes the best use of
the water available.

Aspects of salmonid reproduction anil rearing will be studied by
investigating and quantifyíng the value of the existing spawning and
rearing areas. There will also be studies on aspects of smolt
migration anil survival anil the work by Dr Scott and his team in the
replicate channels. The required levels of trout recruitment and salmon
smolt production needleól in a residual river wiII have to be calculated
and methods' of meeting these ilemanils' determined.

I,tork will also be required on the value of the present river to other
fishery interests such as' salmon farmers anól to recreationalists
other than anglers. As far as possible their needs must be ascertained
and met in the design of a resiilual river. Research into the native
fish stocks will also be undertaken.

An important area for study will be the design of any culverts, fish
passes and. flood. diversion structures required in the modified river.
It will- be crucial to the entire prograflme that such features are
adequately tested prior to incorporating them into the scheme, so that
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problems such as those caused by the waitaki Dam fish pass are not
repeated. Another important aspect is the design and timetabling of
construction procedures to avoid excessive and unwarranted destruction
or channelization of the present river during construction anôl to d'etail
the formation and protection of any fisheries developments prior to the
start of construction on the river-

There are several other topics which will also have to be considered'
These include the effects to fish stocks of introduced and native físh
being trapped in the floodway after flood \^/aters subside anõl methods to
maintain the features of the present lower reaches of the river below
the power scheme. Informatíon on the hydrology of the present river
will also be needed to determine the fl-ood diversion structures required
and also to help describe the present physical resource used by the
fish and fauna.

Al_1 the studies planned will be of sufficient depth to provide adequate
information for preparation of environmental impact assessment reports
and Water Right and Town anil Country Planning applications. The stu<lies
should also be sufficient to provide criteria for the desigtn of any

add.itional fisheries facitities that are deemed important.
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APPENDIX OPTION B. TH EORET I CAL MODEL OF THE IIqPACT OF FLOODS IN THE

SI

A theoretical- assessment of the effects of f]oods on the physicql features
of a residuaf river
To predict the effects of ftoods on the hydraulic geometry of a future
residual river, accurate information is needed on features such as the
nu¡nbers of channels present, their widths, water velocities and depths
and on features of the substrates such as the specific aravity and size
composition of the gravels. Unfortunately this information is almost
wholely lacking for the I,vaitakí River.

Because of the lack of field data the only practical solution was to
theoreticatly calculate and model- the effects of floods on the residual
river. A representative cross section of the lower Waitaki \^¡as

sefected for study and simulated changes in water depths (see Fig. lf)
and hence vefocities \¡tere cafculated.

The cross section sefected was located near Duntroonr 2.4 km east of the
S.H. 83 bridge across the Maraewhenua River. The widths of the various
channe]s were determined from measurements taken from the aerial photo-
graphs in M.!'7.D., L979.

chgnge! morphology

There was however, no information on the depths or cross sectional shapes
of these river channels and therefore it \^/as necessary to determine
these features using data from the Rakaia River (M.Ví.D., lVater and
soil Div.). Ten channels ranging in width from 23 to I00 m and in
discharge from 22 to 153 cumecs were examined. These channels had an

average widthr/maximum depth ratio of 40 (range 2l Lo 57) and were in
general triangular in shape, steadily increasing in depth from their
margins to the central thalweg. The inaccuracies of usinq the Rakaia
data are realised, however, it is not thought that any serious errors
will be caused by its use.

V'Iater gelogilies
Water velocities are dependent upon the depth of the water column, the
roughness of the stream bed and the slope of the stream. For the
purposes of the model velocity was calculated using Manning's
equation assuming a 'n' value of 0.03 (Te Chow, \964) and using the megn

slope of the V'Iaitaki of 0.0032. Based on these figures water cofumns
of 0.5, I, 2 and. 3 metre deep have calculated mean velocities of L.2,
L.9, 3 and 4 m/sec respectivelY.

Therefore the relationship between channel discharge (a) and channel
widths (Vf) , mean depths (D) anõl mean velocities (V) are as follows:

"?Ã -37- 15
w = fl- -4L e.'t't, D = o.L4 Q'"t', V : o.6r Q''

suþslrgtgs
Visual observations indicate that the riverbed is composed of grey
flattened gral.wacke stones, generally of an oval shape with the short
cross axis ranging between 10 and f5 cm in diameter. The central
regions of the larger channels'are generally armoured with stones of
this size and between anil below them there are finer gravels and silt.
Some channefs flow over bedrock.

At the margins of the channels and in slow flowing areas are beds of
finer gravel down to 2 to 5 cm in diameter. In the main channels
and those subject to lateral movement of the stones often have a thin
covering of glacial- silt. In more stabte areas and during low flow
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periods the stones can become coated with a thick (5-10 mm approx')
J_ayer of si1t, filamentous algae and slime' and become a hard
compacted bed.

qiges of_95ave1 moYed þV-flocae
The particular sizes of gravel moved and bed loads during floods depends

upon such features as the composition and stability of the streambed

and banks; \¡/ater velocities anil discharges within particular channels
and the amount and, composition of sediments entering the river system'

Vlhere gravels are uncompacted, such as after floods, and are not
armoured and protecÈed by the presence of larger stones and boulders
it is possible to calculate the water velocities which move stones of
various sizes using the equation d = II.R.S

where d = maximum transportable size of gravel (diameter in run' )

R = hydraulic radius and S = slope (Henderson, 1959¡ Jov¡ett, L979) '

The hydraulic radius was assumed to be equal to the depth and the slope
to the mean slope of the V'laitaki of 0.0032. Using this formular,
gravel of 5, 10 and 15 cm in diameter witl be transported when water
depths exceed L.42, 2.84 and. 4.26 m respectively. At these depths
average \¡rater velocities are estimated at 2.4,3.8 and 5 m/sec.
respectively.

These values were compared to those obtained, by the use of tractive
shear-bed particle diameter equations (orsborn and Allman, L976, p- 513)

and to the relationships found between water velocity and the erosion
and transport of sediment particJ.es e.g. Hjutstom (l-935, quoted in
Orsborn and Allman, 1976) and Leliavsky (quoted in lVhite and Brynildson,
1967). A qood agreement was founil, indicating that these values are
appropriate for use.

Observations indicate that in reatity the bed is generally fairly
uniform in composition is not protected by larger stones and boulders'
However, the bed does become compacted with time and quite how this
effects this equation and relationship is not known'

!h e gogete nt-o! galmg n-andJlogt-s ga\tl nlng gravgf e

Trout and salmon spawning gravels generally range in diameter from 15

to gO mm and are hence finer than most lower Waitaki floodbed gravels.
The stones are winnowed out and deposited in areas where velocities
are generally lower during floods. They normally become compacted
in time and may be armoured with larger stones. Therefore, to determine
what flows will dislodge and move spawning gravels, it may be best not
to use the equation d : 11.R.S but rather a simple expression such

as 3 x m, where m is the mean flo\^¡ (see Jowett, 1978) . This expression
suggests that spawning gravels will be moved in the residual river at
flows above about 120-l-50 cumecs.

I_he eï!S!n-of lhe gedimeqt-mcved-dgrlng lfcoQs
In the vüaimakariri River, a braided shingle river in canterbury' at
least 65>" of the gravels in the bed l-oads are derived locafly from the
channel bed and banks anil not from the upper catchment area (Griffiths'
;]Tg). This is also probable in the Lower lVaitaki where there has

been no gravel input from the upper catctment since the construction
of the Waitaki Dam in 1935 and observations indicate that large amounts

of materíal are eroded from the channel banks during ffoods, because

of the lateral migration anil movement of channels'
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Visual observations indicate that large amounts of stones. soil and
vegetation are carried during floods by tributaries such as the
Hakataramea, Penticotico and Maraewhenua. It has also been noted
that the sediment derived from the Hakataramea is generally finer than
that in the main river. In the future the nature of this sediment
may influence the river bed and bed loads of the residual riverrand,
because of the general reduction of flows in the main river,may
accumulate befow tributary streams junc,tions with the main river.

Bedload

I,rIe have not been able to obtain data on bedtoad during floods of
various'sizes in the lrlaitaki, or other comparable South Isl-and east
coast rivers, and therefore realistic theoretical calculations of
bed load cannot be made.

It is of interest to note that the bed load in the Tongariro F-iver in
the North Island which is a single channel river of similar slope to
the lVaitaki, and now has a mean flow of approximately 31 cumecs, is
very low below about 70 cumecs, it then starts to increase rapidly
reaching 1OO, I,OOO and 10,000 tonnes per day at 100' L7O anð' 425
cumecs respectively.

The maximum size of gravel moved increases from about 24-50 mm at I00
cumecs to 75-l-50 cm at 400 cumecs (Jo\trett ' L979) .

The lnfluence of_channel_tralnlng works

Channel training works coufd also have a significant influence on how

floods effect the fish stocks and fisheries. Three different schemes
have been considered in the model and all appfy to a residual river,/
floodway with an average to wide flood p1ain.

1. The river could be confined during floods to particular channels
by increasing the height and strength of the banks. After flood's
tÌìe residual flow will be diverted down one principle channel, the
other channels being left drY.

The present central ftoodway, which has been clea:red of willows and
other vegetation, coul-d be retained, together with overspill
channels to ej-ther side (see M.V,r.D. (1978) p. 16) .

An attempt could be made to simulate a separate residual river
and f lood\^tay as in option A. The residual channel (s) wiII be
protected against the effects of floods by permeabl-e banks or
other control structures at their upstream ends and by stopbanks
at appropriate places downstream.

All of these schemes will require
back into Èhe mainstem channel(s)
clear.

Research

As outfined above, field studies are needed to determine many aspects
of hydraulic geometry, bed composition, etc., in the lower Waitaki.

fnformation is also needed on the height of the banks to determine whether
they will be overtopped duríng floods. Visual observations suggest that
banks in the lower Waitaki are generally low, rarely exceeding 0.5 to I
metre in height and this feature has been incorporated in the model
(FiS. fl). Because of this, the first management option, which proposes
the containment of flood waters within channels, is not directly
applicable to the model.

.)

3.

continued maintenance to divert water
after floods and to keep the floodway




